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Recently J. Agler studied the class Sd of scalar-valued, analytic functions of d
complex variables f for which f (T1 , ..., Td) has norm at most 1 for any collection
of d commuting contractions (T1 , ..., Td) on a Hilbert space H. Among other
results he obtained a characterization of such functions in terms of a positivity
property and in terms of a representation as the transfer function of a certain type
of d-variable linear system, as well as a NevanlinnaPick interpolation theorem for
this class of functions. In this note we examine the system theory aspects and
uniqueness of the transfer function representation, and give a simpler proof of the
NevanlinnaPick interpolation theorem for the class Sd and obtain a d-variable
version of the Toeplitz corona theorem. By using ideas of Arov and Grossman
introduced for 1-variable problems, as a bonus we obtain a collection of linear
fractional maps which parametrize the set of all Sd solutions of an interpolation
problem.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
A colligation is any operator U of the form
U=_AC
B
D& : _
H
E & _
H
E
*
&
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where H, E and E
*
are Hilbert spaces (H=the state space, E=the input
space, E
*
=the output space). The colligation is said to be unitary if U
is unitary as an operator from HE into HE
*
. The characteristic
function of the colligation is defined to be the operator-valued function
W(z)=D+zC(I&zA)&1 B.
It is known that any Schur-class operator-valued function W(z) (i.e.
&W(z)&1 for z in the unit disk D) can be realized as the transfer function
of a unitary colligation in an essentially unique way.
Let us say that the operator-valued function W(z)=W(z1 , ..., zd) of d
complex variables holomorphic on the d-fold polydisk Dd is in the class Sd
if
&W(rT1 , ..., rTd)&1
for any r<1 and for any d-tuple of commuting contractions (T1 , ..., Td) on
a Hilbert space H. The functional calculus used here will be explained more
precisely in Section 2. If d2, this class coincides with the class BH(Dd ) of
holomorphic operator-valued functions . on Dd with sup[&.(z)&: z # Dd ]1
(by von Neumann’s inequality [21] for d=1 and by Ando’s dilation theorem
[5] for d=2). For d>2, the class Sd is strictly contained in BH(Dd ), as
follows from the counterexample due to Varopoulos [25] (see also [26] for
a purely functional analysis proof of the result). Jim Agler has shown (see [1])
that W # Sd if and only if there exists holomorphic operator-valued functions
Hk on Dd (with values equal to operators from an auxiliary Hilbert space Mk
into E
*
) for k=1, ..., d such that
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*.
An equivalent condition is that there exist a unitary colligation U as above
and a d-fold orthogonal decomposition H=H1  } } } Hd of the state
space H such that
W(z)=D+CZ(z)(I&AZ(z))&1 B
where Z(z)=dk=1 zkPk and where Pk : H  Hk is the orthogonal projec-
tion. One of the goals of this paper is to analyze the uniqueness and system
theory aspects of this representation.
We also give a simple proof of Agler’s several variable generalization of
the NevanlinnaPick interpolation theorem [2]: given points z1, ..., zn in Dd
and values w1 , ..., wn on C, there exists a function W in the scalar-valued
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class Sd such that W(zi)=w i (i=1, ..., n) if and only if there exist positive
semidefinite matrices Mk=[M kij] i, j=1, ..., n so that
1&wiw j= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
j
k ) M
k
ij .
By using the same techniques we are also able to obtain a d-variable
version of the ‘‘Toeplitz corona theorem’’ (see [24] or [17]). By combining
these ideas with ideas of Arov and Grossman [8] on the 1-variable Nevanlinna
Pick interpolation problem (see also [19]), we show how one can parametrize
the set of all solutions of such an interpolation problem.
The work of [19] actually handles a much more general ‘‘Abstract
Interpolation Problem’’ in the one variable case. We expect that most of
our results extend to an analogous abstract interpolation problem for the
several variable context presented here which would include Nevanlinna
Pick interpolation and the corona theorem in one framework; we leave this
issue for future work.
After completing this report, we became aware of the preprint [3] of
Agler and McCarthy which has some overlap with this paper. In particular,
these authors also observe that the set of solutions of a matrix Nevanlinna
Pick interpolation problem and of the problem associated with the Toeplitz
corona theorem stand in one-to-one correspondence with unitary extensions
of a certain partially defined isometric operator determined by the data of the
problem (Theorem 4.2 for the special case of full matrix-value interpolation
and Theorem 5.1 in the present paper). These authors also point out that, as
a corollary of the result on interpolation, one can see that there always exists
a rational inner function which solves the interpolation conditions whenever
any Sd solutions exist. Our handling of the case of bitangential interpolation
and our adaptation of the ArovGrossman parametrization of the set of
all solutions gives additional generality and detail to the material presented
in [3].
It is a pleasure to thank Victor Vinnikov of the Weizmann Institute of Science
for discussions leading to the formulation of Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.1.
We also wish to thank the referee, whose prodding led to some improvements
in Section 3.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is this introduction. Section 2
presents the operator-valued version of the class Sd mentioned above, and
obtains the characterization of a function in this class as the transfer function
of a d-variable unitary operator colligation. Section 3 presents the system
theory aspects, in particular the energy conservation law characterizing such
systems, the extent to which the transfer function and objects related to the
transfer function determine the unitary operator colligation, and connections
with reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces. Section 4 presents the operator-valued
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generalization of Agler’s interpolation theorem and Section 5 gives our
d-variable version of the Toeplitz corona theorem. Finally, Section 6
presents the linear-fractional parametrization of the set of solutions of such
an interpolation problem.
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE GENERALIZED
SCHUR CLASS Sd
Let E and E
*
be two Hilbert spaces and L(E, E
*
) be the space of bounded,
linear operators from E into E
*
. Let us define the class Sd (E, E*
) to be the class
of L(E, E
*
)-valued functions W(z)=W(z1 , ..., zd) which are analytic on the
polydisk Dd=[z=(z1 , ..., zd): |zk |1 for k=1, ..., d ] such that
sup
r<1
&W(rT1 , ..., rTd)&1
for any collection of d commuting contraction operators (T1 , ..., Td) on a
Hilbert space H. Here W(rT1 , ..., rTd) can be defined via the Cauchy
integral formula
W(rT1 , ..., rTd)
=
1
(2?i)d |\T d W(z) (z1I&rT1)
&1 } } } (zdI&rTd)&1 dz1 } } } dzd
(with 0<r<\<1) and has values in L(E, E
*
)L(H)$L(EH,
E
*
H). The following representation theorem is essentially due to J. Agler
(see Theorem 2.6 of [1]).
Theorem 2.1. (1) The L(E, E
*
)-valued function W(z)=W(z1 , ..., zd)
is in the class Sd (E, E*) if and only if there exist auxiliary Hilbert spaces
C1 , ..., Cd and holomorphic functions H1 , ..., Hd defined on Dd with values in
L(Ck , E*
) (k=1, ..., d respectively) so that
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*. (2.1)
(2) Equivalently, W # Sd (E, E*) if and only if there exist auxiliaryHilbert spaces C
*1
, ..., C
*d
and holomorphic functions H
*1
, ..., H
*d
defined
on Dd with values in L(E, C
*k
) (k=1, ..., d respectively) so that
I&W(w)* W(z)= :
d
k=1
(1&w kzk) H*k(w)* H*k(z).
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(3) Equivalently, W # Sd (E, E*) if and only if there exist auxiliaryHilbert spaces C1 , ..., Cd and d holomorphic functions H1 , ..., Hd with values
in L(Ck , E*) together with d holomorphic functions H*1 , ..., H*d with valuesin L(Ck , E) (respectively for k=1, ..., d ) so that
_I&W(z )* W(w )W(z)&W(w )
W(z )*&W(w)*
I&W(z) W(w)*&
= :
d
k=1 _
1&zk w k
zk&w k
zk&w k
1&zk w k& b _
H
*k
(z)
Hk(z) & [H*k(w)* Hk(w)*] (2.3)
where b is Schur or Hadamard entrywise matrix multiplication.
Remark. For the case d=2, as was mentioned in the introduction, the
class S2 is identical to the unit ball BH(D2) of the bounded analytic
functions on the bidisk, and hence Theorem 2.1 gives a representation (or
‘‘realization’’ in engineering parlance) of functions in the class BH(D2).
For d>2, we have Sd is properly contained in BH(Dd ), and hence not
every BH (Dd )-function can be realized in such a form. This dichotomy
between the cases d2 and d>2 has been known among engineers for
some time (see [27] or page 829 of [10], where the equivalent problem
for analytic functions on Dd with values in the right half plane is dis-
cussed).
Sketch of the Proof. Given that W(z) has either the representation (2.1)
or (2.2), it is straightforward to see that
I&W(rT )* W(rT )0
for all r<1 for any commuting d-tuple T=(T1 , ..., Td) of contraction
operators on a Hilbert space H. The nontrivial direction is the reverse
implication: if I&W(rT )* W(rT )0 for all r1 for all commuting d-tuples
T=(T1 , ..., Td) of contractions, then W satisfies (2.2) for some choice of holo-
morphic H1 , ..., Hd . This is proved in [1] by using a nonconstructive
argument; the idea is to suppose that the conclusion fails and then use a
separation argument to obtain a contradiction. We postpone the proof of
part (c) until after Theorem 2.2. This concludes our discussion of the proof
of Theorem 2.1. K
The following more concrete representation for a function of class Sd
also appears in [1]. We include the proof (based on the representation in
Theorem 2.1) since it fits in with our ideas here.
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Theorem 2.2. The L(E, E
*
)-valued function W(z)=W(z1 , ..., zd) analytic
on Dd is in the generalized Schur class Sd (E, E*) if and only if there is anauxiliary Hilbert space H and a unitary operator
U=_AC
B
D& : HE  HE*
and a d-fold orthogonal decomposition of H
H=H1 } } } Hd
such that
W(z)=D+CZ(z)(I&AZ(z))&1 B (2.4)
where Z(z)=z1P1+ } } } +zdPd , and Pk : H  Hk is the orthogonal projection.
Proof. We show that the representation (2.4) is equivalent to the represen-
tation (2.1) as follows. Suppose first that W(z) has a representation (2.4). Note
that since [ AC
B
D] is unitary, A is a contraction operator; hence it is clear that
any W(z) with the representation (2.3) is analytic on Dd. We next compute
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
N
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*
where Hk(z): im Pk  H is given by
Hk(z)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 | im Pk .
Alternatively, one could compute
I&W(w)* W(z)= :
d
k=1
(1&w kzk) H*k(w)* H*k(z)
where H
*k
(z): E  im Pk (k=1, ..., d ) is given by
H
*k
(z)=Pk(I&AZ(z))&1 B.
Conversely, suppose that I&W(z) W(w)* has a representation as in (2.1)
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*.
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We rewrite this identity in the form
:
d
k=1
(zkHk(z))(wkHk(w))*+I= :
d
k=1
Hk(z) Hk(w)*+W(z) W(w)*. (2.5)
Let K
*
be the linear span of the functions
{_
w 1H1(w)*
b
w dHd (w)*
I & e* : w=(w1 , ..., wd) # Dd, e* # E*=/\
d
k=1
Ck+E*
and let K be the linear span of the collection
{_
H1(w)*
b
Hd (w)*
W(w)* & e* : w=(w1 , ..., wd) # Dd, e* # E*=/\
d
k=1
Ck+E.
Then (2.5) says that the operator
V : _
w 1H1(w)*
b
w dHd (w)*
I & e* _
H1(w)*
b
Hd (w)*
W(w)*& e* (2.6)
extends by linearity to a well-defined isometry mapping K
*
onto K.
Denote by V: (dk=1 Hk)E*  (
d
k=1 Hk)E (where Hk is a Hilbert
space containing Ck) any unitary extension of V . (Note: If dim E*=dim E
or if dim Ck= for at least one k, we can take Hk=Ck for all k; otherwise
we must use Hk#Ck with dim(Hk  Ck)= to have the dimensions work
out properly to construct a unitary extension.) Set H=dk=1 Hk and
denote by Pk : H  Hk the orthogonal projection. Write V: HE* 
HE as a 2_2 block matrix V=[ :#
;
$] with : # L(H), ; # L(E*, H),
etc. Let us set H(w)*=P1H1(w)*+ } } } +PdHd (w)* considered as an
element of L(E
*
, H). Since V extends V , from (2.6) and Z(w)*=w 1P1
+ } } } +w dPd , we see that
:Z(w)* H(w)*+;=H(w)*
(2.7)
#Z(w)* H(w)*+$=W(w)*
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for all w. From the first of equations (2.7) we solve for H(w)* to get
H(w)*=(I&:Z(w)*)&1 ;. (2.8)
Substituting this into the second of equations (2.7) then gives
W(w)*=$+#Z(w)* (I&:Z(w)*)&1 ;
or
W(z)=$*+;*(I&Z(z) :*)&1 Z(z)#*.
We conclude that W has the desired form with U=V*=[ :*;*
#*
$*].
If we instead suppose that I&W(w)* W(z) has a representation as in (2.2),
we can proceed in a similar way as follows. From (2.2) we see that there
is a unique unitary operator U : L  L
*
, where
L=span {_
z1H1(z)
b
zdHd (z)
I & e : z=(z1 , ..., zd ) # Dd, e # E=/\
d
k=1
C
*k+E
and
L
*
=span {_
H1(z)
b
Hd (z)
W(z)& e : z=(z1 , ..., zd) # Dd, e # E=/\
d
k=1
C
*k+E*
such that
U : _
z1H1(z)
b
zdHd (z)
I & e _
H1(z)
b
Hd (z)
W(z) & e (2.9)
We extend U to a unitary operator U: (dk=1 Hk)E  (
d
k=1 Hk)E*
(where Hk#C*k). Set H=
d
k=1 Hk with Pk : H  Hk equal to the ortho-
gonal projection. Set Z(z)=z1P1+ } } } +zdPd as before, and let H(z)=
P1H1(z)+ } } } +PdHd (z) with values considered as elements of L(E, H).
As before, if we write U as a block 2_2 matrix U=[ AC
B
D]: HE 
HE
*
, the system of equations (2.7) becomes
AZ(z) H(z)+B=H(z)
CZ(z) H(z)+D=W(z).
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We can solve for W(z) as before to arrive at
W(z)=D+CZ(z)(I&AZ(z))&1 B
as desired.
Note that the computations here also show the equivalence of the condi-
tions (2.1) and (2.2) on W(z), since each is independently equivalent to the
representation (2.4) for W(z). K
As a corollary of Theorem 2.2 we can now prove part (c) of Theorem 2.1.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Suppose that W(z) is in the generalized Schur
class Sd (E, E*
). Then by Theorem 2.2 W(z) can be presented in the form
(2.4) for some unitary operator
U=_AC
B
D&: HE  HE*.
It is then a straightforward computation to show that the kernel representation
(2.3) holds with H
*k
(z)=B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 Pk and Hk(z)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1
Pk for k=1, ..., d with Ck=im Pk .
Conversely, suppose that the 2_2 block matrix kernel function
KW (z, w)=_I&W(z )* W(w )W(z)&W(z )
W(z )*&W(w)*
I&W(z) W(w)*&
has a representation of the form (2.3). Then in particular the (1, 1)-entry
of (2.3) gives the identity (2.2) and the (2, 2)-entry gives (2.1). Thus by
Theorem 2.2 we conclude that W # Sd (E, E*).
It is also instructive to give a direct proof in the spirit of the proof of
Theorem 2.2; the ideas gathered here will be useful for handling bitangential
interpolation problems. Suppose therefore that (2.3) holds. It then can be
checked that the operator V defined on elements of the form
Hw 1, w 2, a, b=_
w 11 H*1(w
1)*
b
w 1d H*d (w
1)*
I
H1(w2)*
b
Hd (w2)*
W(w2)*& _ab&
in (dk=1 Ck)E (where w
1, w2 # Dd, a # E and b # E
*
are arbitrary) by
V : Hw 1, w 2, a, b  H$w1, w 2, a, b , (2.10)
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where
H$w 1, w 2, a, b=_
H
*1
(w1)*
b
H
*d
(w1)*
W(w 1)
w 21H1(w
2)*
b
w 2d Hd (w
2)*
I & _ab&
extends to define a unitary transformation from the subspace
D :=span[Hw 1, w 2, a, b]/\
d
k=1
Ck+E*
onto the subspace
R :=span[H$w 1, w2, a, b]/\
d
k=1
Ck+E.
To see this simply note that the identity
_z
1
1H*1(z
1)
H
*1
(z2)
} } }
} } }
z1dHd (z
1)
Hd (z2)
I
W(z2)& _
w 11H*1(w
1)*
b
w 1d H*d (w
1)*
I
H1(w2)*
b
Hd (w2)*
W(w2)*&
=_ H*1(z
1)
z21H*1(z
2)
} } }
} } }
Hd (z1)
z2dHd (z
2)
W(z 1)*
I & _
H
*1
(w1)*
b
H
*d
(w1)*
W(w 1)
w 21H1(w
2)*
b
w 2dHd (w
2)*
I &
(2.11)
is just a rearrangement of (2.3), and hence is valid.
Let V: (dk=1 Hk)E*  (
d
k=1 Hk)E (where Ck/Hk) be any
unitary extension of V and set U=V*=[ AC
B
D]: HE  HE* where
H=dk=1 Hk . In particular,
U*: H$w, 0, a, 0  Hw, 0, a, 0 (2.12)
and
U: H0, w, 0, b  H$0, w, 0, b . (2.13)
One can now work with either (2.12) or (2.13) to recover W(z) as
W(z)=D+C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B. K
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Sometimes it is convenient to work with contractive rather than unitary
U in Theorem 2.2. This leads to the following result.
Theorem 2.3. Suppose that U=[ AC
B
D]: HE  HE* is a contractionoperator (where H=H1 } } } Hd). Set Z(z)=z1P1+ } } } +zdPd with
Pk: H  Hk equal to the orthogonal projection, and let W(z)=D+CZ(z)
(I&AZ(z))&1 B as above.
(1) Suppose that U* is isometric on the span of elements of the form
{_Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
I & e* : w # Dd, e* # E*= . (2.14)
Then
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)* (2.15)
with
Hk(z)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pk .
(2) Suppose that U is isometric on the span of elements of the form
{_Z(z)(I&AZ(z))
&1 B
I & e : z # Dd, e # E= . (2.16)
Then
I&W(z )* W(w )= :
d
k=1
(1&w kzk) H*k(z) H*k(w)* (2.17)
where
H
*k
(z)=B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 Pk .
(3) Suppose that U* is isometric on the elements of the form (2.14)
and that U is isometric on the span of elements of the form (2.14) and (2.16).
Then
_I&W(z )* W(w )W(z)&W(w )
W(z )*&W(w)*
I&W(z) W(w)*&
= :
d
k=1 _
1&zk w k
zk&w k
zk&w k
1&zk w k& b _
H
*k
(z)
Hk(z) & [H*k(w)* Hk(w)*] (2.18)
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where b is Schur or Hadamard entrywise matrix multiplication, and Hk and
H
*k
are as in parts (1) and (2).
Proof. To prove (1), note the identity
A*Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*+C*=(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
and that
B*Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*+D*=W(w)*
by definition of W(z). Hence necessarily
U*=_A*B*
C*
B*D*&: _
Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
I &
 _(I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
W(w)* & e*
for each e
*
# E
*
. The hypothesis that U* is isometric on elements of the
form (2.14) forces the inner product identity
_Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
I & e*, _
Z(z)* (I&A*Z(z)*)&1 C*
I & e$*
=_(I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
W(w)* & e* , _
(I&A*Z(z)*)&1 C*
W(z)* & e$* (2.19)
for all z, w # Dd and e
*
, e$
*
# # E
*
. This in turn works out to be equivalent
to the identity (2.15).
Similarly, one can check that
U=_AC
B
D&: _
Z(w )(I&AZ(w ))&1 B
I & e  _
(I&AZ(w ))&1 B
W(w ) & e
for all w # Dd and e # E. If U is isometric on the span of elements of the
form (2), then we must have the identity of inner products
_Z(w )(I&AZ(w ))
&1 B
I & e, _
Z(z )(I&AZ(z ))&1 B
I & e$
=_(I&AZ(w ))
&1 B
W(w ) & e, _
(I&AZ(z ))&1 B
W(z ) & e$ (2.20)
for all z, w # Dd and e, e$ # E. This in turn works out to be equivalent to the
operator identity (2.17).
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Finally suppose that U is isometric on the span of elements of the form
(2.14) and (2.16) and U* is isometric on the span of elements of the
form (2.14). We have seen in general that necessarily
U: _Z(w)* (I&AZ(w)*)
&1 B
I & e  _
(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
W(w)* & e
and that
U*: _Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
I & e*  _
(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
W(w)* & e*
and hence
U _(I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
W(w)* & e*=UU* _
Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
I & e*
=_Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
I & e* (2.21)
(since U* is isometric on elements of the form (2.14) by assumption). Then
equality of the diagonal entries in (2.18) follows as before. The equality in
the off-diagonal entries follows from the inner product identity
_Z(z)(I&AZ(z))
&1 B
I & e, _
(I&A*Z(w )*)&1 C*
W(w )* & e*
=_(I&AZ(z))
&1 B
W(z) & e, _
Z(w )* (I&A*Z(w )*)&1 C*
I & e*
(2.22)
resulting from the assumption that U is an isometry on the span of elements
of the form (2.14) and (2.16). K
3. OPERATOR COLLIGATIONS AND TRANSFER FUNCTIONS IN
SEVERAL VARIABLES
Let us define a d-variable operator colligation to be a quadruple 7=
(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E*
, U ) consisting of three Hilbert spaces H (the state
space), E (the input space) and E
*
(the output space), where H is also specified
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to have a fixed d-fold orthogonal direct-sum decomposition H=H1
 } } } Hd , together with a connecting operator
U=_AC
B
D&: _
H
E & _
H
E
*
& (3.1)
where A # L(H), B # L(E, H), C # L(H, E
*
) and D # L(E, E
*
). We call
Hk the k th partial state space, A the main operator of the colligation, B
the input operator, C the output operator and D the feedthrough operator.
We say that the colligation is contractive, isometric, coisometric or unitary
according to whether the connecting operator U is contractive, isometric,
coisometric or unitary. As H is specified to have the decomposition H=
dk=1 Hk , in more detail we may write
B1
A=[Aij]1i, jd , B=_ b & , C=[C1 } } } Cd].Bd
For details of the 1-variable case and connections with spectral theory for
nonunitary operators, we refer to [11, 12]. Recently a whole treatise (see [4])
has appeared on the d=1 case in the more general context of Krein spaces.
Associated with any d-variable operator colligation is a d-dimensional
discrete-time linear system. The time variable n for this linear system is a
d-tuple n=(n1 , ..., nd) of integers. To condense notation we define _k : Zd  Zd
to be the shift in the k th coordinate
_k : (n1 , ..., nd)  (n1 , ..., nk&1 , nk+1, nk+1 , ..., nd).
The input-state-output linear system associated with the operator colliga-
tion 7=(H, E, E
*
, U ) with U as in (3.1) consists of the system of equations
x1(_1(n)) =A11x1(n)+ } } } +A1dxd (n)+B1u(n)
b b b b
(3.2)
xd (_d (n))=Ad1x1(n)+ } } } +Addxd (n)+Bdu(n)
y(n) = C1x1(n) + } } } + Cdxd (n) + Du(n).
Here u(n) is the input signal with values in E,
x1(n)
x(n)=_ b &xd (n)
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is the state vector with xk(n) having values in Hk for k=1, ..., d and y(n)
is the output signal with values in E
*
. Note that if we specify values of
xk(n) for all n=(n1 , ..., nd) having nk=0 for some k, then we can solve the
system (3.2) recursively for x(n) and y(n) for any given input signal u(n) for
any n=(n1 , ..., nd) with nk0 for each k.
Systems of such a form have appeared in the multidimensional system
theory literature and are referred to as the Roesser model (see e.g. [18]).
Unlike the work there, our emphasis here will be on the case where the
operator colligation is unitary, and metric properties come to the forefront.
There has also been some scattered work in system theory in this direction;
see [10] for a survey.
If we specify zero initial conditions (xk(n)=0 for all n=(n1 , ..., nd)
with nk=0 for some k with 1kd ) and apply the Z-transform in all
d-variables, the system equations (3.2) become
z&11 x^1(z)=A11 x^1(z)+ } } } +A1d x^d (z)+B1 u^(z)
b b b b
z&1d x^d (z)=Ad1 x^1(z)+ } } } +Add x^d (z)+Bd u^(z)
y^(z) = C1 x^1(z) + } } } + Cd x^d (z) + Du^(z).
More compactly, we may write
Z(z)&1 x^(z)=Ax^(z)+Bu^(z)
y^(z)=Cx^(z)+Du^(z).
We may solve the first equation for x^(z)
x^(z)=(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z) Bu^(z)
and plug this value back into the second equation to get
y^(z)=W7 (z) u^(z) (3.3)
where
W7 (z)=D+C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B (3.4)
is the transfer function of the d-variable system U=[ AC
B
D]. Note that W7
is defined and analytic at all points of Cd such that I&Z(z)A is invertible
in L(H). Thus the ‘‘pole divisor’’ or ‘‘divisor of singularities’’ of W7 (z) is
contained in the spectrum [z # Cd : I&Z(z)A is not invertible] of the d-variable
operator-valued pencil I&Z(z)A. In particular W7 (z) is always defined and
analytic on a neighborhood of the origin 0=(0, ..., 0) in Cd.
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In case D is invertible, we can interchange the roles of u(n) and y(n) in
(3.2) to obtain an equivalent system of equations
x1(_1(n))=A_11x1(n)+ } } } +A
_
1dxd (n)+B1D
&1y(n)
b
(3.5)
xd (_d (n))=A_d1x1(n)+ } } } +A
_
ddxd (n)+BdD
&1y(n)
u(n)=&D&1C1x1(n)& } } } &D&1Cdxd (n)+D&1y(n)
where
A_=A&BD&1C=[A_ij ]1i, jd .
We view the system (3.5) as a d-variable operator colligation with transfer
function
W7 _(z)=D&1&D&1CZ(z)(I&A_Z(z))&1 BD&1.
Iteration of (3.3) gives
u^(x)=W7 &1 (z) y^(z)=W7_(z) W7 (z) u^(z)
and hence
W7 _(z)=W7 (z)&1.
Thus the divisor of singularities for W7_ coincides with the ‘‘zero divisor’’
of W7 (z) and is contained in the spectrum of the operator-valued pencil
I&Z(z) A_.
In case [ AC
B
D] is unitary (i.e., 7 is a d-variable unitary colligation),
equations (3.2) can be rearranged in the form
x1(n)=A*11x1(_1(n))+ } } } +A*d1xd (_d (n))+C1*y(n)
b
xd (n)=A*1dx1(_1(n))+ } } } +A*ddxd (_d (n))+Cd*y(n),
u(n)=B1*x1(_1(n))+ } } } +Bd*xd (_d (n))+D*y(n),
which, upon application of the Z-transform, leads to
x^1(z)=z&11 A*11 x^1(z)+ } } } +z
&1
d A*da x^d (z)+C1*y^(z)
b
x^d (z)=z&11 A*1d x^1(n)+ } } } +z
&1
d A*dd x^d (z)+Cd*y^(z)
u^(z)=z&11 B1*x^(z)+ } } } +z
&1
d Bd*x^d (z)+D*y^(z),
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or, in vector notation,
x^(z)=A*Z(z)&1 x^(z)+C*y^(z)
u^(z)=B*Z(z)&1 x^(z)+D*y^(z).
Solving for u^(z) in terms of y^(z) leads to
u^(z)=W7*(z) y^(z)
where we have set
W7*(z)=D*+B*(Z(z)&A*)&1 C*.
Iteration of (3.3) in this case gives
u^(z)=W7*(z) y^(z)=W7*(z) W7 (z) u^(z)
and we conclude that
W7*(z)=W7 (z)&1
in case 7 is a unitary colligation, as can also be checked directly. Thus, for
a unitary colligation we see that the zero divisor is a subset of the spectrum
of the operator-valued pencil Z(z)&A*.
We have seen that the transfer function W7 (z) of a d-variable operator
colligation 7 is always defined and analytic on a neighborhood of the
origin in Cd. Conversely, suppose that W(z)=W(z1 , ..., zd) is a holomorphic
function in d complex variables which is defined and analytic on a region
0(W ) in Cd which includes the origin. The realization problem asks if there is a
d-variable operator colligation 7 such that W(z)=W7(z) on 0(W ) & 0(W7).
The result of Theorem 2.2 is that any function W of class Sd (E, E*) has a
realization as the transfer function W=W7 of a unitary colligation, and
conversely, the transfer function of any unitary d-variable operator colligation
is in the d-variable Schur class Sd (E, E*). Such a representation however is not
unique. We say more about this lack of uniqueness below.
We discuss here three aspects of such systems: (1) the physical interpretation
of the isometric, coisometric or unitary property of U as an energy conserva-
tion law, (2) the structure of the lack of uniqueness of the unitary system with
a given transfer function, and (3) connections with reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces.
3.1. Linear Conservative Dynamical Input-State-Output Systems
In case d=1, the fact that U=[ AC
B
D] is isometric can be interpreted as
an energy conservation law for the associated system (3.2) as follows (see
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e.g. [23] or [7]). Indeed, if U is isometric and [[u(t)], [x(t)], [ y(t)]] is
any trajectory of the system, we have
&x(t+1)&2&&x(t)&2=&u(t)&2&&y(t)&2.
Summing over the interval {1t{2 gives
&x({2+1)&2&&x({1)&2= :
{2
t={1
[&u(t)&2&& y(t)&2]. (3.6)
If we interpret &x&2 as the energy stored by the system when the system is
in state x, (3.6) can be interpreted as an energy conservation law: the net
energy stored by the system in moving from the state x1=x({1) to x2=x({2)
is equal to the net energy {2t={1 [&u(t)&
2&& y(t)&2] supplied to the system
from the outside environment. Note also that the net energy stored &x2&2
&&x1&2 is independent of the choice of input string [u(t)] used to drive
the system from state x1 at time t={1 to state x2 at time t={2+1. Thus
U being isometric means that the associated system (3.2) is conservative in
this sense. Then U being coisometric means that the dual system 7* ((3.2)
with (A*, C*, B*, D*) in place of (A, B, C, D)) is conservative, while U
being unitary means that both 7 and 7* are conservative.
We now develop the analogue of these ideas for the higher dimensional
case. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves for this discussion to
the case d=2.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that 7=(H=H1H2 , E, E*, U ) is a 2-variableisometric operator colligation. Assume that the state vector strings [x1(t1 , t2)]
and [x2(t1 , t2)] are square summable over horizontal and vertical lines in Z2 in
vector norm whenever the input string [u(t1 , t2)] is. Then U is isometric if and
only if the associated system 7 in (3.2) satisfies either one of the following two
energy conservation laws for all trajectories [u(t1 , t2), x1(t1 , t2), x2(t1 , t2),
y(t1 , t2)] of the system and for all times {1 and {2 in Z:
&x1({1+1, } )&2l2 [{2 , )&&x1({1 , } )&
2
l2 [{2 , )
&&x2({1 , {2)&2
=&u({1 , } )&2l2 [{2 , )&& y({1 , } )&
2
l2[{2 , )
(3.7)
&x2( } , {2+1)&2l2[{1 , )&&x2( } , {2)&
2
l2 [{1 , )
&&x1({1 , {2)&2
=&u( } , {2)&2l2 [{1 , )&& y( } , {2)&
2
l2[{1 , )
. (3.8)
Proof. Assume first that U is isometric. Then for all (t1 , t2) we have
&x1(t1+1, t2)&2+&x2(t1 , t2+1)&2&&x1(t1 , t2)&2&&x2(t1 , t2)&2
=&u(t1 , t2)&2&& y(t1 , t2)&2. (3.9)
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Summing up over t2{2 and setting t1={1 leaves us with
:
t2{2
[&x1({1+1, t2)&2+&x2({1 , t2+1)&2&&x1({1 , t2)&2&&x2({1 , t2)&2]
= :
t2{2
[&u({1 , t2)&2&& y({1 , t2)&2].
This clearly collapses to (3.7). The energy conservation law (3.8) can be
derived similarly by interchanging the roles of the first and second variables.
Conversely, suppose that (3.7) holds. Note that
&u({1 , {2)&2&& y({1 , {2)&2=[&u({1 , } )&2l2[{2 , )&& y({1 , } )&
2
l2 [{2 , )
]
&[&u({1 , } )&2l2 [{2+1, )&& y({1 , } )&
2
l2 [{2+1, )
].
(3.10)
From (3.7) we then deduce that
&u({1 , {2)&2&& y({1 , {2)&2
=[&x1({1+1, } )&2l2 [{2 , )&&x1({1 , } )&
2
l2[{2 , )
&&x2({1 , {2)&2]
&[&x1({1+1, } )&2l2 [{2+1, )&&x1({1 , } )&
2
l2 [{2+1, )
&&x2({1 , {2+1)&2]
=&x1({1+1, {2)&2&&x1({1 , {2)&2&&x2({1 , {2)&2+&x2({1 , {2+1)&2.
(3.11)
This verifies the desired isometric property of U. By interchanging the roles
of the two time variables, we could have arrived at the same conclusion
starting with (3.8) in place of (3.7). K
Remark. The referee pointed out that, under the assumptions in
Theorem 3.1, one can let {2  & in (3.7) to get
&x1({1+1, } )&2l2(&, )&&x1({1 , } )&
2
l2(&, )
=&u({1 , } )&2l2(&, )&& y({1 , } )&
2
l2(&, )
(3.12)
and, similarly, letting {1  & in (3.8) yields
&x2( } , {2+1)&2l2(&, )&&x2( } , {2)&
2
l2(&, )
=&u( } , {2)&2l2(&, )&&y( } , {2)&
2
l2(&, )
. (3.13)
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Conversely, by using system theory ideas one can show that if the energy
conservation law (3.12) holds, then there is a positive-definite operator H2
on H2 so that
I 0 0 I 0 0
U* _0 H2 0& U=_0 H2 0& .0 0 I 0 0 I
\where U=_
A11
A21
C1
A12
A22
C2
B1
B2
D &+ . Similarly, if the energy conservation law
(3.13) holds, then there is a positive-definite operator H1 on H1 so that
H1 0 0 H1 0 0
U* _ 0 I 0& U=_ 0 I 0& .0 0 I 0 0 I
It is not clear that these conditions combined force U itself to be isometric.
3.2. The Unitary System from the Transfer Function
We have observed in Section 2 that any function W of class Sd (E, E*)
has three kernel representations, namely
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Kk(z, w), (3.14)
I&W(z )* W(w )= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) K*k(z, w), (3.15)
and
_I&W(z )* W(w )W(z)&W(w )
W(z )*&W(w)*
I&W(z) W(w)*&
= :
d
k=1 _
1&zk w k
zk&w k
zk&w k
1&zkw k& b K k(z, w), (3.16)
where we have set
K k(z, w)=_K*k(z, w)Lk(w, z)*
Lk(z, w)
Kk(z, w)& .
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Each of these kernels Kk(z, w), K*k(z, w) and K k(z, w) is positive definite,
i.e.
Kk(z,w)=Hk(z) Hk(w)* (3.17)
K
*k
(z,w)=H
*k
(z) H
*k
(w)* (3.18)
K k(z,w)=_H*k(z)Hk(z) & [H*k(w)* Hk(w)*]. (3.19)
Let us say that [Kk(z, w): k=1, ..., d ] is an admissible collection of outgoing
kernels, [K
*k
(z, w): k=1, ..., d ] is an admissible collection of incoming
kernels, and
{K k(z, w)=_K*k(z, w)Lk(w, z)*
Lk(z, w)
Kk(z, w)&: k=1, ..., d=
is an admissible collection of mixed kernels for the function W(z) in Sk(E, E*).
Given a function W, except in the case d=1 there is no reason why the
associated kernels Kk(z, w), K*k(z, w) and Lk(z, w) in (3.14), (3.15), (3.16)
should be uniquely determined by W. On the other hand, if we are given a
realization W(z)=D+C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B for a function W in Sd (E, E*)
as the transfer function of a unitary d-variable operator colligation 7, we have
seen that a particular choice of kernels Kk , K*k , Lk verifying the identities
(3.14), (3.15), (3.16) is picked out, namely
Kk(z,w)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C* (3.20)
K
*k
(z,w)=B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 Pk(I&AZ(w)*)&1 B (3.21)
Lk(z,w)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pk(I&AZ(w)*)&1 B. (3.22)
More generally, by Theorem 2.3, the representations (3.20), (3.21) and
(3.22) hold if U is merely contractive, as long as U* is isometric on
elements of the form (2.14) (for (3.20)), U is isometric on the span of
elements of the form (2.16) (for (3.21)), or U is isometric on the combined
span of (2.14) and (2.16) as well as U* isometric on the span of (2.14)
(for (3.22)). Let us say that, in this case, Kk(z, w), K*k(z, w) and K k(z, w)
=[ K*k(z, w)Lk(w, z)*
Lk(z, w)
Kk(z, w)
] defined by (3.20), (3.21), and (3.22) are the outgoing
kernels, incoming kernels and mixed kernels respectively for W(z) deter-
mined by the realization 7=(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E*, U ) of W(z).
A natural uniqueness question is: to what extent does the transfer function
W(z) along with a choice of admissible incoming kernels [Kk(z, w): k=1, ..., d ]
(for the isometric case), admissible outgoing kernels [K
*k
(z, w): k=1, ..., d ]
(for the coisometric case) and admissible incoming and outgoing kernels
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along with mixed kernels [Lk(z, w): k=1, ..., d ] (for the unitary case)
determine the isometric, coisometric or unitary (respectively) colligation 7?
We first wish to eliminate the most trivial kind of nonuniqueness, namely
unitary equivalence of two operator colligations. We say that two colligations
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E, E*
, U=_AC
B
D&+
(3.23)
7$=\H$= 
d
k=1
H$k , E, E*
, U$=_A$C$
B$
D$&+
with the same input and output spaces E and E
*
are unitarily equivalent if
there is a unitary operator :: H  H$ such that
:Pk=P$k : for k=1, ..., d
and
_:0
0
IE
*
& U=U _:0
0
IE& ,
or equivalently,
(i) :Pk=P$k : for k=1, ..., d,
(ii) :A=A$:,
(iii) :B=B$, (3.24)
(iv) C=C$:,
(v) D=D$.
Another trivial type of nonuniqueness arises from the state space being
too large. We shall say that the d-variable colligation
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E, E*
, U=_AC
B
D&+
is closely inner connected if the smallest subspace invariant for A, P1 , ..., Pd
and containing im B is the whole space H, i.e.
H=span[im [Pil+1(A Pil) } } } (APi1)B]:
i1 , ..., il+1 # [1, ..., d], l=0,1,2,...]. (3.25)
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Similarly, we say that 7 is closely outer connected if the smallest subspace
invariant for A*, P1 , ..., Pd and containing im C* is H, i.e.
H=span[im[Pjl+1 (A*Pjl) } } } (A*Pj1)C*]:
j1 , ..., jl+1 # [1, ..., d], l=0, 1, 2, ...].
Finally we say that 7 is closely connected if the smallest subspace invariant
for A, A*, P1 , ..., Pd and containing im B and im C* is all of H, i.e.
H=span[im[Pil+1 (A:l Pil) } } } (A:1 Pi1)B],
im[Pjl+1 (A;l Pjl ) } } } (A;1 Pj1 )C*]:
:1 , ..., :l , ;1 , ..., ;l # [1,2], i1 , ..., il+1 , j1 , ..., jl+1 #
[1, ..., d], l=0, 1, 2, ...] (3.27)
where we have set A1=A and A2=A*. For d=1, these notions coincide
with the 1-variable notions of closely inner connected, closely outer connected
and closely connected as delineated in [4]. In general, given a d-variable
isometric, coisometric or unitary colligation 7=(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E* ,U=[ AC
B
D]), then the compressed colligation
70=\H0 , E, E*, U0=(P0 IE*) U |H0E=_P0AC
P0B
D &}H0 E+
where H0 is defined as the right-hand side of (3.25), (3.26) and (3.27)
respectively, and P0 : H H0 is the orthogonal projection, retains the respective
isometric, coisometric or unitary property and has the same transfer function as
7(W7 (z)=W70(z)). Thus, for purposes of studying transfer functions,
there is no loss of generality in assuming that 7 itself is closely inner
connected, closely outer connected, or closely connected in the isometric,
coisometric or unitary case, respectively.
Even with these reductions, the following theorem appears to be the best
that can be said on the uniqueness question.
Theorem 3.2. Let 7 and 7$ be two d-variable operator colligations as in
(3.23) such that W7 (z)=W7$(z) in a neighborhood of the origin in Dd.
Assume that the colligations 7 and 7$ in addition satisfy one of the following
conditions.
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(1) Both are closely outer connected and have identical ‘‘output moments’’,
i.e.
C(Pjm A) } } } (Pjl+1 A) Pk(A*Pjl) } } } (A*Pj1)C*
=C$(P$jm A) } } } (P$jl+1 A$) P$k(A$*Pjl) } } } (A$*P$j1)C$*
for k,j1 , ..., jm # [1, ..., d], 0lm, m=0, 1, 2,...]. (3.28)
(2) Both 7 and 7$ are closely inner connected and have identical ‘‘input
moments’’, i.e.
B*(Pin A*) } } } (Pi}+1 A*) Pk(APi}) } } } (AP i1)B
=B$*(P$in A$*) } } } (P$i}+1 A$*) P$k(A$P
$
i}
) } } } (A$P$i1)B$
for k, i1 , ..., in # [1,...,d], 0}n, n=0, 1, 2,...]. (3.29)
(3) Both 7 and 7$ are closely connected and have identical ‘‘mixed
moments’’, i.e.
CPk(A:m Pjm) } } } (A:1 Pj1)C*=C$P$k(A$:m P$jm) } } } (A$:1 P$j1)C$* (3.30)
B*Pk(A:m Pim) } } } (APi1)B=B$*P$k(A$:m P$im) } } } (A$:1 P$i1)B$ (3.31)
CPk(A:m Pim) } } } (A:1 Pi1)B=C$P$k(A$:m P$im) } } } (A$:1 P$i1)B$ (3.32)
for all :1 , ..., :m # [1, 2], k, i1 , ..., im # [1, ..., d ], and m=0, 1, 2, ... where
A1=A, A2=A*, A$1=A$, and A$2=A$*.
Then 7 and 7$ are unitarily equivalent.
Proof. To prove statement (1), define subsets D0/H and R0/H$ by
D0=[Pk(A*Pjl) } } } (A*Pj1) C*e*: k, j1 , ..., jl # [1, ..., d ],
e
*
# E
*
, l=0, 1, 2, ...]
and
R0=[P$k(A$*P$jl) } } } (A$*P$j1) C$*e*: k, j, ..., jl # [1, ..., d ],
e
*
# E
*
, l=0, 1, 2, ...].
The assumption that 7 is closely outer connected implies that H=span D0 .
Similarly H$=span R0 since 7$ is closely outer connected by assumption.
Define a map :: D0  R0 by
:: Pk(A*Pjl) } } } (A*Pj1) C*e*  P$k(A$*P$jl) } } } (A$*P$j1) C$*e*. (3.33)
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Equality of the output moments (3.28) implies that : is well-defined and
extends by linearity and continuity uniquely to a unitary operator from
span D0=H onto span R0=H$.
It remains to check that this map : satisfies the intertwining conditions
(3.24). The conditions (3.24i), (3.24ii) (in adjoint form :A*=A$*:) and
(3.24iv) (in adjoint form :C*=C$*) follow easily from the defining equa-
tion (3.33) for :. The condition (3.24v) follows from the equality of transfer
functions W7 (z)=W7$(z) with z=0. Finally (3.24iii) also follows from the
identity of transfer functions. Indeed, from D=D$ and W7 (z)=W7$(z), we
have
C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B=C$(I&Z$(z)A$)&1 Z$(z)B$.
But on the other hand, from (3.24i), (3.24ii) and (3.24iv) we also have
C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B=C$(I&Z$(z)A$)&1 Z$(z) :B.
Since both 7 and 7$ by assumption are closely outer connected, we
conclude that :B=B$ as wanted.
Statement (2) in Theorem 3.2 can be reduced to statement (1) by simply
applying statement (1) to 7*=(H=dk=1 Hk , E* , E, U*) in place of7=(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E* , U).
To verify statement (3), define sets D0 and R0 by
D0=[Pk(A;l Pjl) } } } (A;1 Pj1) C*e*, Pj(A;l P jl) } } } (A;1 Pj1) Be:
;1 , ..., ;l # [1,2], k, j1 , ..., jl # [1, ..., d],
l=0, 1, 2, ..., e
*
# E
*
, e # E]/H (3.34)
and
R0=[P$k(A$;l P$jl) } } } (A$;1 P$j1) C$*e*, P$k(A$;l P$jl) } } } (A$;1 P$j1) B$e:
;1 , ..., ;l # [1,2], k, j1 , ..., jl # [1, ..., d],
l=0, 1, 2, ..., e
*
# E
*
, e # E]/H$ (3.35)
where we have set A1=A, A2=A*, A$1=A$, A$2=A$* as before. The fact
that both 7 and 7$ are closely connected implies that span D0=H and
span R0=H$. The equality of the mixed moments (3.30), (3.31) and (3.32)
implies that the map
:: Pk(A;l Pjl) } } } (A;1 Pj1) C*e*  P$k(A$;lP$jl) } } } (A$;1P$j1) C*e* ,
Pk(A;l Pjl) } } } (A;1 P j1) Be  P$k(A$;lP$jl) } } } (A$;1P$j1)B$e
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is well-defined and extends by linearity and continuity uniquely to a unitary
operator from H onto H$. It is now a routine matter to check the intertwining
conditions (3.24) as before. K
Remark. If 7 and 7$ are unitarily equivalent, then it is easy to see that
the outgoing moments (3.28), the incoming moments (3.29) and the mixed
moments (3.30), (3.31), (3.32) for 7 and 7$ are identical. In the case d=1,
it is possible to get equality of these moments just from equality of the
transfer functions W7 (z)=W7$(z) if 7 and 7$ are both coisometric, isometric
or unitary (see e.g. [9]). In the case d>1, equality of the transfer functions and
of the outgoing kernels [K
*k
(z, w)=K$
*k
(z, w): k=1, ..., d ], incoming kernels
[Kk(z, w)=K$*(z, w): k=1, ..., d ] or of the full mixed kernels [K k(z, w)=K $k(z, w): k=1, ..., d ] comes up short of forcing equality of the respective set of
moments. Indeed, the transfer function W(z) together with the kernel functions
K
*k
(z, w), Kk(z, w) and L(z, w) only determines the collection of ‘‘symmetrized’’
combinations of moments which arise as the Taylor coefficients of W7 (z),
K
*k
(z, w), Kk(z, w) and Lk(z, w) in the Taylor expansion at the origin in
Dd or Dd_Dd of W, K
*k
, Kk or K k .
3.3. Canonical Functional Models
In this section we shall work with certain reproducing kernel Hilbert
spaces of vector valued analytic functions defined on a domain 0/Cd (for
our work here, 0 will always equal Dd ). In general, a Hilbert space H
consisting of E-valued analytic functions f =f (z) on some domain 0/Cd
(where E is some coefficient Hilbert space) is said to be a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space if the point-evaluation map
f  ( f (w), e) E
is a continuous, linear functional for each w # 0 and e # E. By the Riesz
Frechet theorem, there must then be an element Kw, e # H so that
( f, Kw, e) H=( f (w), e) E .
It is easy to see that Kw, e is linear in e # E and hence Kw, e has the form
Kw, e=K( } , w)e where K( } , w) is a bounded linear operator from E into H.
In fact, the function (z, w)  K(z, w) can be viewed as an L(E)-valued
function on 0_0, analytic in the first variable and conjugate analytic in
the second variable, which has the positive-definiteness property
:
n
i, j=1
(K(zi , zj) ej , ei) E0 (3.36)
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for all z1 , ..., zn # 0, e1 , ..., en # E and n=1, 2, ... . To see that (3.36) holds,
note that
:
n
i, j=1
(K(zi , zj) ej , ei) E=" :
n
j=1
K( } , zj) ej"
2
H
.
Note that we also have the factorization
K(z, w)=H(z) H(w)* (3.37)
where H(z): H  E is the point-evaluation map f  f (z), with adjoint
H(w)*: E  H given by H(w)*e=K( } , w)e. The function K=K(z, w) is
then called the reproducing kernel for the space H and we write H=H(K ).
Conversely, a result going back at least to Aronszajn [6] for the scalar
case is that if K is any sesquianalytic positive-definite kernel function, i.e.
a function on 0_0 analytic in the first variable and conjugate analytic in
the second variable with values in L(E) which satisfies the positive-definite-
ness condition (3.36), then there is an unique reproducing kernel Hilbert space
H(K ) of analytic functions on 0 with reproducing kernel equal to the given
function K. Indeed, H(K ) can be defined as the completion (after any
elements of zero norm have been factored out) of the span of functions of
the form K( } , w)e (where w # 0 and e # E) with positive-semidefinite (by
(3.36)) inner product given by
(K( } , w)e, K( } , w$)e$)=(K(w$, w)e, e$) E .
It follows that any such positive-definite kernel has the factorization
property (3.37). Conversely, if K enjoys the factorization property, we see
that
:
n
i, j=1
(K(wi , wj) ej , ei) =" :
n
j=1
H(wj) ej"
2
E
0
and hence K has the positive-definiteness property (3.36). In this way we
see that (3.36) and (3.37) are equivalent for a sesquianalytic kernel K.
We shall deal with three types of reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces and
associated operator colligations associated with a given function W # Sd (E, E*),
namely, outgoing functional models, incoming functional models and mixed
functional models. We now deal with each in turn.
3.3.1. Outgoing Functional Models. Let W(z) be an element of Sd (E, E*)
with admissible outgoing kernel representation
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Kk(z, w). (3.38)
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For k=1, ..., d let H(Kk) be the reproducing kernel Hilbert space of
E
*
-valued functions with reproducing kernel equal to Kk . Let H([Kk])=
dk=1 H(Kk). Then H([Kk]) can be viewed as a reproducing kernel
Hilbert space of (dk=1 E*
)-valued functions with reproducing kernel
equal to
K1(z, w)
K(z, w)=_ . . . & .Kd (z, w)
A consequence of (3.38) is that
:
d
k=1
(Kk( } , w) e* , Kk( } , w$)e$*)H(Kk)+(W(w)* e*, W(w$)* e$*) E
= :
d
k=1
(w k Kk( } , w)e* , w $kKk( } , w$)e$*) H(Kk)+(e*, e$*)E* (3.39)
for all w=(w1 , ..., wd) and w$=(w$1 , ..., w$d) in D
d and for all e
*
, e$
*
in E
*
.
If we define subsets D0/H([Kk])E and R0/H([Kk])E* by
D0={_
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e*: w # Dd, e* # E*=
and
R0={_
w 1 K1( } , w)
b
w dKd ( } , w)
I & e* : w # Dd, e* # E*=
and define V0 : D0  R0 by
V0 : _
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e* _
w 1 K1( } , w)
b
w d Kd ( } , w)
I & e* (3.40)
then a consequence of (3.3.1) is that V0 extends uniquely to a well-defined
isometry from span D0 onto span R0 . If we assume that
dim[(H([Kk])E*)  R0]dim[(H([Kk])E)  D0], (3.41)
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then there exists a coisometry V: H([Kk])E  H([Kk])E* such thatV|D0=V0 and
7([Kk]) :=(H([Kk])= 
d
k=1
H(Kk), E, E*, V )
is a d-variable coisometric operator colligation. In case d=1, it is easy to
see that the closed span of R0 is the entire space H(K )E*; hence there
is a unique contractive extension V of V0 to all of H(K )E and this
unique contractive extension is a coisometry. For the case of general d, we
can always extend V0 to a contraction V: H([Kk]E  H([Kk])E*. IfV is any such contraction, we shall refer to 7([Kk]) as an outgoing func-
tional model associated with the characteristic function W(z) and admissible
outgoing kernel collection [Kk].
Note that the outgoing kernel collection [Kk] specifies V only on span D0 ;
there are many choices of non-unitarily equivalent functional models associated
with a given admissible outgoing kernel collection [Kk(z, w)] for a given transfer
function W(z). Nevertheless we have the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that 7([Kk]) is an outgoing canonical functional
model with characteristic function W(z) based on admissible outgoing kernel
collection [Kk(z, w)] as in (3.38). Then
W7([Kk])=W and (K7([Kk]))k=Kk ,
i.e., we recover W as the transfer function of the colligation 7([Kk]) and we
recover [Kk] as the outgoing admissible kernel collection associated with the
realization 7([Kk]) of W.
Proof. Write V in 2_2 block operator matrix form
V=_AC
B
D&: _
H([Kk])
E & _
H([Kk])
E
*
& .
Then a consequence of (3.40) is that
_A*B*
C*
D*&: _
w 1K1( } , w)
b
w dKd ( } , w)
I & e* _
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e*.
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If we set
K1( } , w)
Hw= _ b & , (3.42)Kd ( } , w)
this can be rewritten more compactly as
_A*B*
C*
D*&_
Z(w)* Hw
I & e*=_
Hw
W(w)*& e*.
This generates the system of operator equations
A*Z(w)* Hw+C*=Hw
B*Z(w)* Hw+D*=W(w)*.
From the first equation we see that
Hw=(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*. (3.43)
Using this in the second then gives
W(w)*=B*Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*+D*.
This in turn says that W(z) is the transfer function of 7([Kk]) as claimed.
From (3.42) and (3.43) we also see that
Kk( } , w)=PkHw=Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*. (3.44)
Hence, for z, w # Dd and e
*
, e$
*
# E
*
we have
(Kk( } ,w) e*, Kk( } , z)e$*)
=(Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e*, Pk(I&A*Z(z)*)
&1 C*e$
*
)
=(C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e* , e$*) .
We conclude that [Kk] is the outgoing admissible kernel collection
associated with the realization 7([Kk]), as claimed. K
Formula (3.40) for the action of V0 on D0 can be made more explicit, as
the next result shows.
Theorem 3.4. If
_AC
B
D&: _
H([Kk])
E & _
H([Kk])
E
*
&
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is the contraction associated with an outgoing functional model 7([Kk]) with
characteristic function W(z) based on admissible outgoing kernel collection
[Kk], then A, B, C, D satisfy the following equations:
z1(Af )1 (z)+ } } } +zd(Af )d (z)=f1(z)&f1(0)+ } } } +fd(z)&fd(0) (3.45)
z1(Be)1 (z)+ } } } +zd(Be)d (z)=(W(z)&W(0))e (3.46)
C( f )=f1(0)+ } } } +fd(0) (3.47)
De=W(0)e. (3.48)
Conversely, suppose that U=[ AC
B
D] is a contraction operator for which
identities (3.45), (3.46), (3.47) and (3.48) are satisfied. Then U is an extension
of V0 defined by (3.40).
Remark. In the case d=1, as was remarked in the discussion immediately
after the introduction of V0 in (3.40), the contractive extension of V0 to
V: H(K )E  HE
*
is uniquely determined; moreover (see [4]) there
are explicit functional formulas for the action of V, namely:
A: f (z) 
f (z)&f (0)
z
,
B: e 
W(z)&W(0)
z
e,
C: f  f (0),
D: e  W(0)e.
For the general case, contractive extensions are not unique, but, by
Theorem 3.4, are characterized by the system of equations (3.45), (3.46),
(3.47) and (3.48).
Proof. From the formula (3.40) for V0 we have
_AC
B
D& _
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e*=_
w 1K1( } , w)
b
w dKd ( } , w)
I & e* (3.49)
_A*B*
C*
D*& _
w 1K1( } , w)
b
w dKd ( } , w)
I & e*=_
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e*. (3.50)
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From the formula W(z)=D+C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Z(z)B for W(z), we know that
D=W(0), i.e., (3.48) is correct. From the second row of (3.49) we see that
K1( } , w)
C _ b & e*=(I&W(0) W(w)*)e*. (3.51)Kd ( } , w)
While this formula is consistent with (3.47), it does not yet prove (3.47).
From (3.50) specialized to w=0 we get
K1( } , 0)
C*e
*
=_ b & (3.52)Kd ( } , 0)
D*e
*
=W(0)* e
*
.
Taking adjoints in these equations now gives (3.47) and (3.48) again.
From (3.50) and (3.52) we compute
f1 w 1K1( } , w)
_ b & , A* _ b & e*fd w dKd ( } , w)
f1 K1( } , w)e* K1( } , 0)e*
=_ b & , _ b &&_ b &fd Kd ( } , w)e* Kd ( } , 0)e*
=( f1(w)&f1(0)+ } } } +fd (w)&fd (0), e*). (3.53)
On the other hand, just from the definitions we have
f1 w 1K1( } , w) f1 w 1K1( } , w)
_ b & , A* _ b & e*=A _ b & , _ b & e*fd w dKd ( } , w) fd w d Kd ( } , w)
=(w1(Af )1 (w)+ } } } +wd (Af )d (w), e*) .
(3.54)
Combining (3.53) and (3.54) proves (3.45).
Finally, from (3.50) we see that
w 1K1( } , w)
B* _ b & e*=(W(w)*&W(0)*)e*w dKd ( } , w)
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and hence
w 1K1( } , w)
Be, _ b & e*=( (W(w)&W(0)) e, e*).w dKd ( } , w)
But on the other hand we have that
w 1K1( } , w)
Be, _ b & e*=(w1(Be)1 (w)+ } } } +wd (Be)d (w), e*).w d Kd ( } , w)
Combining these last two equations finally gives us (3.46) and Theorem 3.4
follows.
Conversely, assume that V=[ AC
B
D] is a contraction satisfying (3.45),
(3.46), (3.47) and (3.48). Let
K1( } , w)
Hw=_ b & .Kd ( } , w)
We compute
_ fe& , _
A*
B*
C*
D*&_
Z(w)* Hw
I & e*H([Kk])E
=_AC
B
D&_
f
e& , _
Z(w)* Hw
I & e*H([Kk]) E*
=_Z(w) Af+Z(w) BeCf+De & , _
Hwe*
e
*
&
=(w1(Af)1 (w)+ } } } +wd (Af )d (w)+w1(Be)1 (w)
+ } } } +wd(Be)d (w), e*) +(C( f ), e*)+(De, e*)
=( f1(w)&f1(0)+ } } } +fd (w)&fd(0)+(W(w)&W(0))e
+f1(0)+ } } } +fd(0)+W(0)e, e*)
=_ fe& , _
Hw
W(w)*& e* . (3.55)
and we conclude that V* is an extension of V0 . K
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The next result shows how the functional model 7([Kk]) serves as a model
for essentially any d-variable coisometric operator colligation. First we need a
definition. Suppose that 7=(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E*, U) is a d-variable
operator colligation. We shall say that 7 is strictly closely outer connected if
there is no nonzero vector x # H for which C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pkx=0 for all
k=1, ..., d and all z in a neighborhood of 0 in Dd. Thus 7 is strictly closely
outer connected if the map
C(I&Z(z)A)&1 P1
1 : x _ b & xC(I&Az(z)A)&1 Pd
has trivial kernel. Note that ker 1 can be identified with
ker #= .
k # N d, 1 jd
ker 1kPj
where 1k is the Taylor coefficient associated with the monomial zk=zk11 } } } z
kd
d
(where k=(k1 , ..., kd) # N d ) for the operator-valued function 1(z)=
C(I&Z(z)A)&1 at the origin in Dd :
1(z)= :
k # N d
1kzk.
Explicitly,
1k=: C(Pjl A) } } } (Pj1 A)
where the sum is taken over all j=( j1 , ..., jl) such that *[i: ji=:]=k:
for :=1, ..., d (so l=k1+ } } } +kd). On the other hand, a duality argument
shows that 7 is closely outer connected if there is no nonzero x for which
C(PjlA) } } } (P1 A) Pjx=0 (3.56)
for all j, jk # [1, ..., d ], k=1, ..., l, and l=0, 1, 2, ... . Clearly, strictly closely
outer connected implies closely outer connected. We have not been able to
decide whether or not the converse direction holds, namely if ‘‘closely outer
connected’’ implies ‘‘strictly closely outer connected’’. An equivalent version
of (3.56) is that no nonzero x is in the kernels of the operators
Pj (A*P1) } } } (A*P jl) C*C(P jl A) } } } (P1A)Pj (3.57)
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for all j=1, ..., d, all j1 , ..., jl # [1, ..., d ] and l=0, 1, 2, ... . Note that the
operators in (3.57) are a dual version of the ‘‘output moments’’ arising in
the discussion of uniqueness of realizations in Theorem 3.2, and the squares
of the Taylor coefficients 1 k*1 $k are a dualized version of the symmetrized
output moments discussed there.
It is easy to see that every outgoing functional model 7([Kk]) is strictly
closely outer connected. Indeed, if
x1
x=_ b & # H([Kk])xd
is such that C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pkx=0 for all k=1, ..., d and all z in a
neighborhood of 0 in Dd, then
(xk(w), e*) =(Pk x, Kk( } , w) e*)
=(Pk x, Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e*) by (3.44)
=(C(I&Z(w)A)&1 Pk x, e*) =0.
Hence x is equal to 0 as an element of the function space H([Kk]) and
7([Kk]) is strictly closely outer connected.
We conclude from the above discussion that any contractive operator
colligation which is unitarily equivalent to an outgoing functional model
must be strictly closely outer connected. The next result is the converse.
For the purpose of this discussion, let us say that a contractive operator
colligation 7 is weakly-coisometric) (respectively, weakly-isometric or weakly-
unitary) if 7 satisfies the conditions of part (1) (respectively, part (2) or
part (3)) of Theorem 2.3.
Theorem 3.5. Suppose that 7 is a strictly closely outer connected, d-variable
weakly-coisometric operator colligation with transfer function W and associated
outgoing kernel collection [Kk]. Then the mapping
1 : x  C(I&Z(z)A)&1 x (3.58)
is unitary from the space H onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H([Kk])
and implements a unitary equivalence between the weakly-coisometric operator
colligation 7 and an outgoing canonical functional model 7([Kk]) with charac-
teristic function W based on admissible outgoing kernel collection [Kk].
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Proof. Define 1 from H into the space of (dk=1 E*)-valued analytic
functions on Dd by (3.58). It will be convenient to write 1=col.dk=1[1k]
where 1k is the map of H into a space of E*-valued functions defined by
1k(x)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pkx.
The assumption that 7 is strictly closely outer connected implies that 1 is
injective. Define a norm on im 1 so as to arrange that 1 is a unitary
operator from H onto its image space im 1. Let us denote im 1 with this
induced norm by H0 and im 1k with its induced norm as a subspace of H0
by H0k . Note that then we have the orthogonal direct sum decomposition
H0=
d
k=1 H0k . We denote by the same symbol Pk both the orthogonal
projection from H onto Hk (where H=
d
k=1 Hk arises from the d-variable
operator colligation structure of 7) and the orthogonal projection from H0
onto H0k ; the meaning will be clear from the context.
We compute, for x # H and w # Dd,
( (Pk1x)(w), e*)=(C(I&Z(w)A)
&1 Pkx, e*) E*
=(x, Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e*)H
=(1x, 1(Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e*))H0k
=(1x, C(I&Z( } )A)&1 Pk(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*e*)H0k
=(1x, Kk( } , w) e*) H0k
where [Kk] is the admissible outgoing kernel collection associated with the
d-variable colligation 7 (see (3.20)). It follows that H0k=H(Kk) and
H0=H([Kk]).
As we saw in the proof of Theorem 2.3, we know that
_A*B*
C*
D*&_
Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
I &=_
(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
W(w)* & .
(3.59)
since this is assumed also to be a realization with admissible outgoing
kernel collection [Kk] we also have
I&W(z) W(w)*=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 (I&Z(z) Z(w)*)(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
or
":j _
Z(wj)* (I&A*Z(w j)*)&1 C*
I & e*j"
2
=":j _
(I&A*Z(w j)* C*
W(wj)* & e*j"
2
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Note that
K1( } , w)
1[(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*]=_ b &Kd ( } , w)
D*+B*Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*=W(w)*
w 1K1( } , w)
1[Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*]=_ b & .w dKd ( } , w)
Hence if the operator V defined by V=[ 10
0
I] U[
1*
0
0
I],then
V*=_10
0
I& U* _
1*
0
0
I&
and we see that
V*: _
w 1 K1( } , w)
b
w dKd ( } , w)
I & e* _
K1( } , w)
b
Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* & e*.
We conclude that (H0 , E, E*
, V ) is an outgoing canonical functional model
which is unitarily equivalent (as a d-variable operator colligation) to the
original colligation 7. K
3.3.2. Incoming Canonical Functional Models. Given W(z) # Sd (E, E*)
with admissible incoming kernel representation
I&W (z) W (w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) K*k(z, w) (3.60)
(where W (z)=W(z )*), we can repeat the story done in Section 3.3.1 but
with W in place of W. This leads to the following definition of an incoming
canonical functional model.
From (3.60) we see that V0* : D0*  R0* defined by
V0* : _
w 1 K*1( } , w)
b
w d K*d ( } , w)
I & e _
K
*1
( } , w)
b
K
*d
( } , w)
W(w ) & e, (3.61)
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where
D0*={_
w 1K1( } , w)
b
w dK*d ( } , w)
I & e : w # Dd, e # E=
and
R0*={_
K
*1
( } , w)
b
K
*d
( } , w)
W(w ) & e : w # Dd, e # E=
extends uniquely to an isometry from span D
*0
/H([K
*k
])E onto
span R
*0
/H([K
*k
])E
*
. If d=1, span D
*0
is the whole space H(K
*
)E
and V0* uniquely determines an isometry V*: H(K*)E  H(K*)E*.
If we assume that
dim[(H([K
*k
])E)  span D
*0
]dim[(H([K
*k
])E)  R
*0
],
(3.62)
then there is an isometry V
*
: H([K
*k
])E  H([K
*k
])E
*
such that
V
*
| span D
*0
=V0* . In any case we can extend V0* to a contraction operator
V
*
as above. Any d-variable contractive operator colligation of the form
7([K
*k
])=(H([K
*k
])= 
d
k=1
H(K
*k
), E, E
*
, V
*
)
where V
*
is a contractive extension of V0* defined by (3.61) we shall refer
to as an incoming functional model associated with the characteristic func-
tion W based on the admissible incoming kernel collection [K
*k
]. We then
have the following analogue of Theorem 3.3.
Theorem 3.6. Suppose that 7([Kk]) is an incoming canonical functional
model with characteristic function W(z) based on the admissible incoming
kernel collection [K
*k
(z, w)] as in (3.60). Then
W7([K
*k
])=W and (K*7([K*k]))k=K*k ,
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i.e., we recover W as the transfer function of the colligation 7([Kk]) and we
recover [K
*k
] as the incoming admissible kernel collection associated with
the realization 7([K
*k
]) of W.
To state the next result we first need a definition. If 7=(H=dk=1 Hk ,
E, E
*
, U ) is any d-variable operator colligation, we shall say that 7 is
strictly closely inner connected if there is no nonzero x # H for which
B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 Pkx=0 for all k=1, ..., d for all z in a neighborhood of
0 in Dd. As was the case for the outgoing case, it is easy to see that ‘‘strictly
closely inner connected’’ implies ‘‘closely inner connected’’ and we have not
been able to decide as to the validity of the converse statement. Also as in
the outgoing case, every incoming functional model is strictly closely inner
connected. The following is the converse, the analogue of Theorem 3.5.
Theorem 3.7. Suppose that 7 is a strictly closely inner connected, d-variable
weakly-isometric operator colligation with transfer function W and associated
incoming kernel collection [K
*k
]. Then the mapping
1
*
: x  B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 x (3.63)
is unitary from the space H onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H([K
*k
])
and implements a unitary equivalence between the weakly-isometric operator
colligation 7 and an incoming canonical functional model 7([K
*k
]) with charac-
teristic function W based on admissible incoming kernel collection [K
*k
].
3.3.3. Mixed Canonical Functional Models. Let W(z) be an element of
the function space Sd (E, E*
) with admissible mixed kernel representation
_I&W (z) W (w)*W(z)&W(w )
W (z)&W (w )
I&W(z) W(w)*&
= :
d
k=1 _
1&zk w k
zk&w k
zk &w k
1&zkw k& b _
K
*k
(z,w)
Lk(w, z)*
Lk(z,w)
Kk(z,w)& . (3.64)
Set K k(z, w)=[
K
*k
(z, w)
Lk(w, z)*
Lk(z, w)
Kk(z, w)
] and let H(K k) be the reproducing kernel
Hilbert space of (E
*
E)-valued functions with reproducing kernel equal
to K k . Let D([K k])=dk=1 H(K k). Then D([K k]) is the reproducing
kernel Hilbert space of (dk=1 (E*
E))-valued functions with reproducing
kernel equal to
K 1(z, w)
K (z, w)=_ . . . & .K d (z, w)
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A rewriting of (3.64) is
:
d
k=1
(wk$1w 1kK*k(w$
1, w1) e, e$)+ :
d
k=1
(w 1k L*k(w$
2, w1) e, e$
*
)
+ :
d
k=1
(wk$1Lk(w$1, w2) e*, e$) + :
d
k=1
(Kk(w$2, w2) e*, e$*)
+(e, e$)+(W(w2)* e
*
, e$) +(W(w$2)e, e$
*
)
+(W(w$2) W(w2)* e
*
, e$
*
)
= :
d
k=1
(K
*k
(w$1, w1)e, e$) + :
d
k=1
(wk$2L*k(w$
2, w1)e, e$
*
)
+ :
d
k=1
(w 2kLk(w$
1, w2)e
*
, e$) + :
d
k=1
(w k$2w2kKk(w$
2, w2), e
*
, e$
*
)
+(W(w $1)* W(w 1)e, e$)+(W(w 1)e, e$
*
) +(W(w $1)* e
*
, e$)
+(e
*
, e$
*
) (3.65)
for arbitrary points w1, w2, w$1 and w$2 in Dd and arbitrary vectors e, e$ # E
and e
*
, e$
*
# E
*
, where we have set L
*k
(z, w)=Lk(w, z)*. In this section we
define subsets D0/D([K k])E and R0/D([K k])E* by
D0={_
w 1K*k( } , w)
& e, _
L1( } , w)
& e*: w # Dd, e # E, e* # E*=
w 1L*1( } , w) K1( } , w)
b b
w dK*d ( } , w) Ld ( } , w)
w dL*d ( } , w) Kd ( } , w)
I W(w)*
and
R0={_
K
*1
( } , w)
& e,_
w 1L1( } , w)
& e*: w # Dd, e # E, e* # E*= .
L
*1
( } , w) w 1 K1( } , w)
b b
K
*d
( } , w) wd Ld ( } , w)
L
*d
( } , w) w d Kd ( } , w)
W(w ) I
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Define V0: D0  R0 by
V0 :_
w 1 K*k( } , w)
& e _
K
*1
( } , w)
& e,
w 1L*1( } , w) L*1( } , w)
b b
w dK*d ( } , w) Kd ( } , w)
w d L*d ( } , w) L*d ( } , w)
I W(w )
V0 :_
L1( } , w)
& e* _
w 1 K1( } , w)
& e*.
K1( } , w) w 1 K1( } , w)
b b
Ld ( } , w) w d Ld ( } , w)
Kd ( } , w) w d Kd ( } , w)
W(w)* I
A consequence of (3.65) is that V0 extends uniquely to a well-defined unitary
operator from span D0 onto span R0 . If d=1, it easy to see that both span D0
and span R0 are equal to the whole space, and thus V0 determines a unitary
operator V: D(K )E  D(K )E
*
. In the general case, if we assume that
dim[(D([K k])E)  span D0]=dim[(D([K k])E*)  span R0].
(3.66)
then there is a unitary V: D([K k])E  D([K k])E* such that V|D0=V0 .
In any case, we can always find a contractive V as above which extends V0 .
In any of these situations, we will say that the d-variable contractive operator
colligation
7([K k])=(D([K k])= 
d
k=1
H(K k), E, E* , V )
is a mixed canonical functional model with characteristic function W based
on admissible mixed kernel collection [K k=[
K
*k
L
*k
Lk
Kk
]] (see (3.64)).
We then have the following analogue of Theorem 3.3. The proof is very
much like that of Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 2.2 and hence will be omitted.
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that 7([Kk]) is any mixed canonical functional
model with characteristic function W(z) based on admissible outgoing kernel
collection [K k(z, w)] as above. Then
W7([K k])=W and (K 7([Kk]))k=K k ,
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i.e., we recover W as the transfer function of the colligation 7([K k]) and we
recover [K k] as the mixed admissible kernel collection associated with the
realization 7([K k]) of W.
For the statement of the next result we need a definition. The d-variable
operator colligation
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E, E*
, U+
is said to be strictly closely connected if there is no nonzero x in H for
which both C(I&Z(z)A)&1 x=0 and B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 x=0 for all z in
a neighborhood of 0 in Dd. As in the incoming and outgoing cases, it is
clear that ‘‘strictly closely connected’’ implies ‘‘closely connected’’ but we
have not been able to decide on the validity of the converse statement. Also
a mixed canonical functional model is always strictly, closely connected.
We then have the following result.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose that 7 is a strictly closely connected, d-variable
weakly-unitary operator colligation with transfer function W based on admissible
mixed kernel collection
{K k=_K*kL
*k
Lk
Kk&=
(see (3.64)). Then the mapping
B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 P1x
C(I&Z(z)A)&1 P1 x
1 : x _ b & (3.67)B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 PdxC(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pd x
is unitary from the space H onto the reproducing kernel Hilbert space H([K k]),
and implements a unitary equivalence between the weakly-unitary operator
colligation 7 and a mixed canonical functional model 7([K k]) with charac-
teristic function W based on admissible mixed kernel collection [K k].
Proof. The proof follows exactly the steps in the proof of Theorem 3.5.
The role of the identity (3.59) is replaced by the two identities
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_AC
B
D&_
(I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*
D*+B*Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)&1 C*&
=_Z(w)* (I&A*Z(w)*)
&1 C*
I &
_AC
B
D&_
Z(w)* (I&AZ(w)*)&1 B
I &
=_ (I&AZ(w)*)
&1 B
D+CZ(w )(I&AZ(w ))&1 B& . K
Remark. Section 3.3 can also be seen as a more concrete or canonical
version of Section 2, where one uses the specific functions Hk(z): H(Kk)  E*,H
*k
(z): H(K
*k
)  E given by the point evaluation maps
Hk(z): f  f (z), H*k(z): f*  f*(z)
rather than a general abstract factorization
Kk(z,w)=Hk(z) Hk(w)*, K*k(z, w)=H*k(z) H*k(w)*,
K k(z,w)=_H*k(z)Hk(z) & [H*k(w)* Hk(w)*]
for the positive definite kernel functions Kk , K*k and K k .
4. NEVANLINNAPICK INTERPOLATION IN THE CLASS Sd
In [2] J. Agler proved the following theorem.
Theorem 4.1 (see [2]). Let z1=(z11 , ..., z
1
d), ..., z
n=(zn1 , ..., z
n
d) be n given
points in the polydisk Dd and let w1 , ..., wn be n given complex numbers. Then
there exists a function s(z)=s(z1 , ..., zd) in the scalar-valued generalized
Schur class Sd satisfying the interpolation conditions
s(zi)=wi for i=1, ..., n
if and only if there exist d positive-semidefinite n_n matrices Mk=
[M kij]i, j=1, ..., n such that
1&w iwj= :
d
k=1
(1&z ik z
j
k ) M
k
ij . (4.1)
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Remark. For d=1 this is classical NevanlinnaPick interpolation. For
d=2, the class S2 coincides with BH (D2) (the unit ball of the space
H(D2) of bounded analytic functions on the bidisk D2) and hence this
theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for interpolation in the
class BH(D2). A direct proof of this result (for the cased d=2) was given
in [15]. For the case d>2, Sd does not coincide with the class BH (Dd )
but rather, as mentioned in the introduction, we have only a containment
Sd/BH (Dd ). Thus the condition (4.1) in Theorem 4.1 is in general
sufficient but not necessary for interpolation in the class BH(Dd ). For
this reason, for d>2, there is little intersection with [14, 16, 20, 22], where
interpolation in BH(Dd ), or more generally, in the space of multipliers
for a reproducing kernel Hilbert space, was considered.
We shall give a proof of a more general version of Theorem 4.1 based on
the proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof which we present here is much simpler
than the original proof in [2] but is already implicit in the ideas developed
in [1]. We shall consider the following setting.
We are given two Hilbert spaces E and E
*
, n distinct points z1=(z11 , ..., z
1
d), ...,
zn=(zn1 , ..., z
n
d) in D
d, n auxiliary Hilbert spaces M1 , ..., Mn , n operators x1 , ..., xn
in L(E
*
, Mk) respectively, and operators y1 , ..., yn in L(E, Mk) respectively
(k=1, ..., n). Given this data set
|L=[z1, ..., zn, x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn], (4.2)
the associated interpolation problem is: LI(|L): Find W # Sd (E, E*) such
that
xi W(zi )= yi , i=1, ..., n. (4.3)
We also consider the dual right tangential interpolation problem. In this
case we are given n distinct points w1=(w11 , ..., w
1
d), ..., w
n=(wn1 , ..., w
n
d) in D
d,
n auxiliary Hilbert spaces N1 , ..., Nn , n operators u1 , ..., un in L(Nk , E)
respectively, and n operators v1 , ..., vn in L(N, E*). The right tangentialinterpolation problem associated with the right interpolation data set
|R=[z1, ..., zn, u1 , ..., un , v1 , ..., vn]
is: RI(|k): Find W # Sd (E, E*) such that
W(w j )uj=vj , j=1, ..., n. (4.4)
It is also possible to consider the left interpolation problem (4.3) and the
right interpolation problem (4.4) simultaneously; in this case we take n=nL
in (4.3), n=nR in (4.4), and for the sake of simplicity we also assume that
interpolation nodes [z1, ..., znL, w1, ..., wnR] are all distinct. We will refer to this
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combined interpolation problem as the bitangential interpolation problem,
denoted by BI(|LR).
The solution of these various generalized interpolation problems is given
as follows.
Theorem 4.2. (i) Let |L=[z1, ..., zn, x1 , ..., xn , y1 , ..., yn] be a left
interpolation data set as above. Then the associated left interpolation problem
LI(|L) has a solution if and only if there exists d positive-semidefinite
n_n block matrices Mk=[M kij]1i, jn (k=1, ..., d ) with matrix entries
Mkij # L(Mj , Mi), such that
xi xj*& yi yj*= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
j
k) M
k
ij . (4.5)
(ii) Let |k=[w1, ..., wn, u1 , ..., un , v1 , ..., vn] be a right interpolation
data set as above. Then the associated right tangential interpolation problem
RI(|R) has a solution if and only if there exists d positive semidefinite
block n_n matrices Nk=[N kij]1i, jn , k=1, ..., d) with matrix entries
Nkij # L(Nj , Ni) such that
ui*u j&vi*v j= :
d
k=1
(1&w ikw
j
k) N
k
ij . (4.6)
(iii) Let
|RL=[w1, ..., wnr, u1 , ..., unr , v1 , ..., vnr ; z
1, ..., znl, x1 , ..., xnl , y1 , ..., ynl ](4.7)
be a bitangential interpolation data set. Then the associated bitangential
Sd (E, E*
)-interpolation problem BI(|RL) has a solution if and only if there
exists d positive semidefinite (nr+nl)_(nr+nl) matrices M k=[
Mr
k
M krl
Mrl
M l
k]
with M kr =[M
k
r, ij] having matrix entries M
k
r, ij # L(Nj , Ni), M
k
lr=[M
k
lr, ij]
with M klr, ij # L(Nj , Mi) and M
k
l=[M
k
l, ij] with M
k
l, ij # L(Mj , Mi) such that
ui*u j&vi*v j= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
j
k ) M
k
r,ij , 1i, jnr ,
xivj&yiuj= :
d
k=1
(z ik&w
i
k) M
k
lr, ij , 1inl , 1 jnr , (4.8)
x ixj*&yi yj*= :
d
k=1
(1&w ikw
j
k ) M
k
l, ij , 1i, jnl .
Proof. The proof breaks up into several steps.
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Step 1. Proof of (i). We first prove necessity of the condition (4.5) in
part (i). Suppose that W # Sd (E, E*) satisfies the interpolation conditions
(4.3). By Theorem 2.2 we know that there exist holomorphic functions
Hk(z) so that formula (2.1) holds. In particular we have
I&W(zi) W(z j )*= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
i
k) Hk(z
i) Hk(z j )*
and hence
xi (I&W(zi ) W(z j )*)xj*= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
j
k) x iHk(z
i) Hk(z j )* xj*.
By using the interpolation conditions (4.3) we now see that (4.5) holds with
Mkij=xi Hk(z
i) Hk(z j )* xj*. If we let Mk be the block matrix [M kij]1i, jn ,
it is clear from the form of M kij above that M
k is positive semidefinite, and
necessity of (4.5) in part (i) follows.
We next prove sufficiency of the condition (4.5) in part (i). Suppose
therefore that there exist positive-semidefinite matrices M1, ..., Md for
which (4.5) holds. As each Mk is positive semidefinite, we may factor M k
as Mk=Ak(Ak)* where Ak # L(Ck , ni=1 Mi) for an auxiliary Hilbert
space Ck (k=1, ..., d ). In more detail, we may write
Ak1
Ak=_ b &Akn
where Aki # L(Ck , Mi). Then (4.5) can be rewritten as
:
d
k=1
(z ik A
k
i )(z
j
k A
k
j )*+xix j*= :
d
k=1
Aki (A
k
j )*+ yi yj*. (4.9)
Let K
*
be the span of the set of elements
{_
z j1(A
1
j )*
b
z jd (A
d
j )*
x j* & mj : mj # Mj , j=1, ..., n=
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in (dk=1 Ck)E* and let K be the span of the elements
{_
(A1j )*
b
(Adj )*
y j* & mj : m j # Mj , j=1, ..., n=
contained in (dk=1 Ck)E. Then a consequence of identity (4.9) is that
there is a unique well-defined isometric transformation V from K
*
onto K
such that
V : _
z j1(A
1
j )*
b
z jd (A
d
j )*
xj* & m j _
(A1j )*
b
(Adj )*
yj* & mj (4.10)
for all mj # Mj and j=1, ..., n. Choose any unitary extension V: (dk=1 Hk)
E
*
 (dk=1 Hk)E of V where Hk#Ck for k=1, ..., n, and set U=V*:
(dk=1 Hk)E  (
d
k=1 Hk)E*. Set H=
d
k=1 Hk , write U=[
A
C
B
D] as
an operator from HE onto HE
*
. Pk : H  Hk be the orthogonal
projection and set Z(z)=z1P1+ } } } +zdPd for z=(z1 , ..., zd ) # Dd. Define
W(z)=D+CZ(z)(I&AZ(z))&1 B. Then W # Sd (E, E*) by the sufficiency
direction in Theorem 2.2.
It remains to show that W satisfies the interpolation conditions (4.3). To
see this we proceed in a way which is similar to the last part of the proof
of Theorem 2.2. For a fixed j with 1 jn, let H j be the operator
(A1j )*
Hj=_ b &(Adj )*
considered as an element of L(Mj , H). Since U*=[ A*B*
C*
D*] extends V , we
know by (4.10) that
A*Z(z j )* Hj+C*xj*=Hj
B*Z(z j )* Hj+D*xj*=yj*.
Solve the first of these equations for H j to get
Hj=(I&A*Z(z j )*)&1 C*x j*.
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Then conclude from the second that
B*Z(z j )* (I&A*Z(z j )*)&1 C*x j*+D*x j*= yj*.
Taking adjoints of both sides of the equation yields the desired interpolation
condition yj=xjW(z j).
Step 2. Proof of Part (ii). Necessity of (4.6) in part (ii) of the theorem
follows in the same way as in part (i) from the representation (2.2) and the
interpolation conditions (4.4).
The proof of sufficiency of the condition (4.6) in part (ii) of the theorem
can be proved by applying part (i) with xi=ui*, yi=vi* and W (z1 , ..., zd)=
W(z 1 , ..., z d)* in place of W(z1 , ..., zd), or directly by doing a similar
analysis to that done above but in the context of the representation (2.2)
rather than (2.1).
Step 3. Proof of Part (iii). Suppose W # Sd (E, E*) satisfies the inter-
polation conditions BI(|RL). By part (3) of Theorem 2.1 there exist
holomorphic matrix functions H 1k(z), H
2
k(z) (k=1, ..., d ), so that
I&W(zi)* W(z j )= :
d
k=1
(1&z ikz
j
k) H
1
k(z
i) H1k(z
j )*
W(wi)&W(z j)=& :
d
k=1
(z jk&w
i
k) H
2
k(w
i) H1k(z
j )*
I&W(wi) W(w j )*= :
d
k=1
(1&w ikw
j
k) H
2
k(w
i) H2k(w
j )*.
If we multiply the first equation on the left by ui* and on the right by uj ,
the second on the left by xi and on the right by uj , the third on the left by
xi and on the right by xj , we see that (4.8) is satisfied with
Mkr, ij=u i*H
1
k(z
i ) H1k(z
j )* uj
Mklr, ij=&x iH
2
k(w
i) H1k(z
j )* uj
Mkl, ij=x iH
2
k(w
i) H2k(w
j )* xj*
Then Mk=[ Mr
k
M kkr
(Mklr)*
Ml
k ] has the factorization Mk=XkX k* with
X=[u1*H 1k(z
1) } } } u1*H 1k(z
nr ) x1 H 2k(w
1) } } } x2H 2k(w
nl)]
and hence Mk is positive semidefinite for each k=1, ..., d.
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Conversely, suppose that the interpolation data set |RL is such that the
conditions (4.8) hold for some positive semidefinite matrices Mk=[ Mr
k
Mkkr
(Mklr)*
Ml
k ].
We factor Mk as M k=Ak(Ak)* where
Ak # L \Ck , \
nR
i=1
Ni+\
nL
i=1
Mi++
for auxiliary Hilbert spaces Ck (k=1, ..., d). In more detail, Ak=[ A
k
R
AkL
] where
AkR1 A
k
L1
AkR=_ b & # L \Ck , 
nR
j=1
Nj+ AkL=_ b & # L \Ck , nLj=1 Mj+ .AkRnR AkLnL
In particular M kr =A
k
R(A
k
R)*, M
k
LR=A
k
L(A
k
R)*, M
k
L=A
k
L(A
k
L)*. Define a
subset R0 of (
d
k=1 Ck)E by
R0={_
z i1(A
1
Ri)* ci
b
z id(A
d
Ri)* c i
u i* & , _
A1Lj)* dj
b
(AdLj)* dj
yj* & : ci # Ni , dj # Mj , 1inR , 1 jnL=
and a subset D0 of (
d
j=1 Cj)E* by
D0={_
(A1Ri)* ci
b
(AdRi)* ci
vi* & , _
w j1(A
1
Lj)* dj
b
w jd(A
d
Lj)* d j
x i* & : ci # Ni , d j # Mj , 1inR , 1inL= .
Define :: D0  R0 by
:: _
(A1Ri)* ci
b
(AdRi)* ci
vi* &_
z i1(A
1
Ri)* ci
b
z id(A
d
Ri)* ci
ui* & , :: _
w j1(A
1
Lj)* dj
b
w jd(A
d
Lj)* dj
xi* &_
(A1Lj)* dj
b
(AdLj)* dj
yj* & .
One can check that the implication of the identities (4.8) and the factoriza-
tion Mk=Ak(Ak)* is that U so defined extends uniquely by linearity and
continuity to define an isometry from span D0 onto span R0 . Now let the
same letter U denote any unitary extension of : to (dk=1 Hk)E onto
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(dk=1 Hk)E where Ck/Hk for each k=1, ..., d. If we then let W(z) be
the transfer function W(z)=W7 (z) of the unitary colligation
7=\
d
k=1
Hk , E, E*
, U+ ,
then certainly W # Sd (E, E*) and one can check as in the other cases thatW satisfies all the interpolation conditions BI(|RL). K
5. A SEVERAL-VARIABLE TOEPLITZ CORONA THEOREM
Suppose that a1 , ..., an are given functions in H(Dd ). The corona problem
asks for conditions on [a1 , ..., an] so that there exist functions f1 , ..., fn
analytic and uniformly bounded on Dd so that a1 f1+ } } } +an fn=1. In the
case d=1, the Toeplitz corona theorem (see [24] and [17]) asserts that there
exist such f1 , ..., fn # H(D) with supz # D [ | f1(z)|2+ } } } +| fn(z)|2]1$2 if
and only if
Ta1 T*a1+ } } } +TanT*an
1
$2
I>0 (5.1)
where Tak : h(z)  ak(z) h(z) is the analytic Toeplitz operator on the Hardy
space H 2(D) with symbol ak . Equivalently, by looking at the grammian of
the left hand side of (5.1) with respect to an arbitrary finite collection of
reproducing kernel functions kzi (z)=11&zz i in H
2(D), we see that the
condition (5.1) alternatively can be expressed as
:
N
i, j=1
a1(zi) a1(zj)+ } } } +an(zi) an(zj)&$2
1&ziz j
c icj0
for all complex scalars c1 , ..., cN and all points z1 , ..., zN # D for N=1, 2, 3, ...,
i.e. the function
k(z, w)=
a1(z) a1(w)+ } } } +an(z) an(w)&$2
1&zw
is a positive semidefinite kernel. The Carleson corona theorem (see [13])
asserts the existence of f1 , ..., fn with
max
1kn
sup
|z|<1
| fk(z)|M($)<
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if and only if
inf
|z| <1
[ |a1(z)|+ } } } +|an(z)|]$>0.
Unlike as in the formulation of the Toeplitz corona theorem, the relation
between $ and M($) is rather complicated in the Carleson corona theorem.
We present here a version of the Toeplitz corona theorem for the
polydisk Dd.
Theorem 5.1. Let a1 , ..., an be given functions in H(Dd ) and let $ be a
positive number. Then there exists functions f1 , ..., fn such that the column
matrix function [ f1 } } } fn]T is in the class (1$) Sd (C, C n) and a1(z) f1(z)
+ } } } +an(z) fn(z)=1 on Dd if and only if there exists auxiliary Hilbert
spaces C1 , ..., Cd and d holomorphic functions H1(z), ..., Hd (z) on Dd, with
Hk(z) having values in L(Ck , C ) for k=1, ..., d, such that
a1(z) a1(w)+ } } } +an(z) an(w)&$2= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*
for all z=(z1 , ..., zd) and w=(w1 , ..., wd) in Dd.
Actually our techniques lead to the following more general theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Let E1 , E2 and E3 be three Hilbert spaces and suppose that
A and B are given bounded holomorphic functions on Dd with values in
L(E2 , E3) and L(E1 , E3) respectively. In order that there exist F # Sd (E1 , E2)
with A(z) F(z)=B(z) on Dd, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist d
auxiliary Hilbert spaces C1 , ..., Cd and d holomorphic functions H1(z), ..., Hd (z)
on Dd, with Hk(z) having value in L(Ck , E3) for k=1, ..., d, such that
A(z) A(w)*&B(z) B(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)* (5.2)
for all z=(z1 , ..., zd) and w=(w1 , ..., wd) in Dd.
Remark. We recover the Toeplitz corona theorem Theorem 5.1 from
Theorem 5.2 by taking E1=C, E2=C
n, E3=C with A(z)=[a1(z) } } } an(z)]
and B(z)=$.
Proof. Necessity. Suppose that such an F(z) exists. By Theorem 2.2 we
know that F(z) is the transfer function F(z)=D+C(I&Z(z) A)&1 Z(z)B
of a d-variable unitary operator colligation
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E1 , E2 , U=_AC
B
D&+ .
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From A(z) F(z)=B(z) we deduce that
A(z) A(w)*&B(z) B(w)*=A(z)(I&F(z) F(w)*) A(w)*
= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*
with Hk(z)=A(z) C(I&Z(z)A)&1 | im Pk (with Pk : H  Hk the orthogonal
projection).
Sufficiency. Conversely, assume (5.2). Rewrite (5.2) in the form
A(z) A(w)*+ :
d
k=1
(zkHk(z))(wk Hk(w))*=B(z) B(w)*+ :
d
k=1
Hk(z) Hk(w)*.
(5.3)
Set
D0=span {_
w 1 H1(w)*
b
w dHd (w)*
A(w)* & x:w # Dd, x # E3=
R0=span {_
H1(w)*
b
Hd (w)*
B(w)* & x: w # Dd, x # E3=
where the closed span is in CE2 and CE1 respectively (where we have
set C=dk=1 Ck). Then (5.3) says that V : D0  R0 defined by
V : _
w 1H1(w)*
b
w dHd (w)*
A(w)* & x _
H1(w)*
b
Hd (w)*
B(w)* & x (5.4)
(for z # Dd and x # E3) is a uniquely determined, well-defined isometry from
D0 onto R0 . Let V be any unitary extension of V from HE2 onto HE1 ,
where H=dk=1 Hk and Hk#Ck . Write V in block form V=[ AC BD] where
A # L(H, H), B # L(E3 , H) etc., denote by Pk the orthogonal projection
from C onto Ck and set Z(z)=z1P1+ } } } +zdPd . Then
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E2 , E1 , V=_AC
B
D&+
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is a d-variable unitary operator colligation, and hence its transfer function
W(z)=D+CZ(z)(I&AZ(z))&1 B is an element of Sd (E2 , E1). From (5.4)
we see that
AZ(w)* H(w)*+BA(w)*=H(w)*
CZ(w)* H(w)*+DA(w)*=B(w)*.
The first of these equations tells us that
H(w)*=(I&AZ(w)*)&1 BA(w)*
and then the second one tells us that
[D+CZ(w)* (I&AZ(w)*)&1 B] A(w)*=B(w)*.
Hence, if we set F(z)=W(z )*=D*+B*(I&Z(z)A*)&1 Z(z) C*, then we
have F # Sd (E1 , E2) and A(z) F(z)=B(z) as desired. K
6. PARAMETRIZATION OF THE SET OF SOLUTIONS OF
AN INTERPOLATION PROBLEM
To describe the parametrization of the set of all solutions W # Sd (E, E*)
of an interpolation problem of the type discussed in the previous section,
we need a few preliminaries. For the sake of simplicity, we shall describe
the result only for the left interpolation problem. The same ideas apply
equally well to right and two-sided interpolation problems. Indeed the
same procedure can also be used to parametrize the set of solutions of the
Toeplitz corona theorem presented in Section 5 as well.
Let a left interpolation data set |L as in (4.2) be given. Denote by M an
ordered d-tuple [M1, ..., M d ] of positive semidefinite block n_n matrices,
where M kij # L(Mj , Mi). We say that such a d-tuple M=(M
1, ..., Md ) is
compatible with |L if equation (4.5) is satisfied. Denote the set of all such
compatible d-tuples M by M(|L).
For each M=(M1, ..., M d ) # M(|L) let UM=V *: KM  KM* be the
unitary operator given by (4.10) in the proof of Theorem 4.2 (where
Mk=Ak(Ak)* with Ak # L(CMk , ni=1 M i) is any convenient minimal
rank factorization of Mk and we have set K=KM and K*=KM* to
emphasize the dependence on M ). Set CM=dk=1 CMk , and define
subspaces DM and DM* by
DM=(CM E)  KM , DM*=(CME*)  KM* .
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Let D M be a second copy of DM and let D M* be a second copy of DM* .
Define a unitary operator UM
KM KM*
UM : _DM &_DM*&D M* D M
by
UM | KM=UM : KM  KM* ,
UM |DM=i: DM  D M is an identification map,
UM |D M*=i*
&1 : D M*  DM*
where i
*
: DM*  D M* is an identification map.
Note that [ KMDM ] can be identified with KM DM=[
CM
E
] and [ KM*DM* ] can be
identified with KM*DM*=[ CME
*
]. Hence alternatively we can view UM as
a unitary operator of the form
CM CM
UM : _ E &_ E* & .D M* D M
Then
7M=\CM= 
d
k=1
CMk , _ ED M*& , _
E
*
D M& , UM+
is a d-variable unitary operator colligation and hence has a transfer
function which we denote simply by SM(z)
SM(z) :=W7M(z) # Sd \_ ED M*& , _
E
*
D M&+ . (6.2)
Note that we may write SM(z) as a 2_2 block matrix function
SM(z)=_SM11(z)SM21(z)
SM12(z)
SM22(z)& (6.3)
where SM11(z) # L(E, E*), SM12(z) # L(D
 M* , E*), etc.
We will be interested in solutions W of the interpolation problem which
are compatible with a given M=(M1, ..., M d ) # M(|L). By this statement
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we mean an interpolant W # Sd (E, E*) which has an outgoing kernel
decomposition
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*
such that
xi Hk(zi) Hk(z j )* xj*=M kij .
We can now state our main result on parametrization of solutions of an
interpolation problem.
Theorem 6.1. Let |L be a given left interpolation data set and let
M=(M1, ..., M d ) be a d-tuple of positive-semidefinite block n_n operator
matrices compatible with |L (see (4.5)). Associate with M the operator-
valued function SM(z) as in (6.2) and (6.3). Then W # Sd (E, E*) is a solutionof the left interpolation problem LI(|L) which is also compatible with the
tuple M if and only if W can be expressed as
W(z)=SM11(z)+SM12(z)(I&F(z) SM22(z))&1 F(z) SM21(z) (6.4)
for some free parameter function F # Sd (D M , D M*).
Remark. Note that the linear fractional map associated with SM provides
a bijective correspondence between Sd (E, E*
) solutions W of LI(|L) which
are compatible with the given M # M(|L) and the free parameter set
Sd (D M , D M*). To obtain a parametrization of all Sd (E, E*) solutions of
LI(|L), we then must sweep through all M # M(|L). When this is done,
however, the correspondence between solutions and parameters is no
longer injective, as a given solution W can be compatible with respect to
many elements M of M(|L).
To prove Theorem 6.1, we first need some preliminary definitions. Let
7M be the d-variable unitary colligation defined as in (6.1) and let 70 be
any d-variable unitary operator colligation of the form
70=\H0= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+ .
We define another d-variable unitary operator colligation F7M[70], called
the coupling or feedback connection of 7M and 70 , to be the d-variable
unitary operator colligation of the form
F7M[70]=\CMH0= 
d
k=1
(CMkH0k), E, E* , FUM[U0]+
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as follows: FUM[U0]: _
c
h0
e & _
c$
h$0
e
*
& if the system of equations
UM : _
c
e
d
*
& _
c$
e
*d &
(6.5)
U0 : _h0d & _
h$0
d
*
&
is satisfied for some choice of d # D M and d * # D
 M* . We need to check that
FUM [U0] is well-defined, i.e., for given c, h0 , e, there always exists such d * ,
d and that the resulting c$, h$0 , e* is independent of this choice; in fact we
shall see that there is a unique choice of d , d
*
for a given pair c, e for which
the equations (6.5) are consistent. To see this, assume that we are given a
choice of c # CM and h0 # H0 . Note that the first of equations (6.5) deter-
mines d as
d =iPDM \_ce&+
independently of the choice of d
*
. With this forced choice of d , the second
of equations (6.5) determines uniquely h$0 and d *. We then use this forced
choice of d
*
back in the first of equations (6.5) to recover c$, e
*
and the
same d as before. In this way we get a well-defined operator
c c$
FUM [U0]: _h0&_h$0& .e e
*
It is easy to see that FUM[U0] is surjective since its inverse
(FUM [U0])
&1=FU M&1 [U
&1
0 ]
is of a similar form. Thus, to show that FUM[U0] is unitary it suffices to
show that it is isometric. From equations (6.5) and the fact that each of
UM and U0 is isometric we have
&c&2+&e&2+&d
*
&2=&c$&2 +&e
*
&2+&d &2
&h0&2+&d &2=&h$0&2+&d *&
2.
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We now see the isometric property of FUM[U0] by adding these equations
and canceling off &d
*
&2+&d &2. From the equations (6.5) and the construc-
tion, it is easy to read off that
FUM [U0]| KM=UM | KM=UM .
We conclude that F7M [70] is a d-variable unitary operator colligation
with state space CMH0=dk=1 (CMk H0k) containing CM=
d
k=1 CMk
with main operator V=FUM [U0] having the property that V| KM=UM .
A crucial point for us is the converse statement.
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that 7=(H=dk=1 Hk , E, E*, V ) is a d-variableunitary operator colligation with state space H=dk=1 Hk of the form Hk=
CMkH0k#CMk such that V|KM=UM (where UM=V * with V given
by (4.10)). Then there is a d-variable unitary operator colligation 70 of the
form
70=\H0= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+
such that (up to unitary equivalence) 7 is the coupling F7M[70] of 7M
and 70 .
Proof. Recall that
DM=_CME &  KM , DM*=_
CM
E
*
&  KM* .
Hence, since by assumption V is a unitary extension of UM , we must have
that
V: (H0DM)  (H0 DM*).
Thus if V(h+c+e)=h$+c$+e
*
where c, c$ # CM , h, h$ # H0 , e # E and
e
*
# E
*
with
c+e=k+d, k # KM , d # DM
c$+e
*
=k
*
+d
*
, k # KM* , d* # DM* ,
then necessarily
V(h+d)=h$+d
*
.
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Let d =i(d ) and d
*
=i
*
(d ) where i: DM  D M and i*: DM*  D
 M* are
identification maps, and define U0([ hd ])=[
h$
d
*
]. The fact that V is unitary
then implies that U0 is unitary, and hence
70=\H= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+
is a d-variable unitary operator colligation. It remains to check that we
recover V as V=FUM [U0]. Note that
V|KM=FUM[U0]| KM (=UM |KM)
since both sides agree with UM on KM . Finally that
V|H0 DM=FUM[U0]|H0DM
follows from working through the various identifications in the defining
equations (6.5). K
The next theorem indicates how to compute the characteristic function
W(z) of the coupling F7M [70] of 7M with an arbitrary d-variable unitary
operator colligation. For more details, see [8].
Theorem 6.3. Let 7M be as in (6.1) and let 70 be a d-variable unitary
operator colligation of the form
70=\H= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+ .
Then the characteristic function W(z)=W7 (z) of the coupling 7=F7M[70]
is given by
W(z)=SM11(z)+SM12(z)(I&F(z) SM22(z))
&1F(z) SM21(z)
where F(z)=W70(z) is the characteristic function of 70 and
SM(z)=_SM11(z)SM21(z)
SM12(z)
SM22(z)&
is the characteristic function W7M(z) of 7M given as in (6.1).
Proof. We use the transfer function interpretation of the characteristic
function from Section 2. Hence
W(z)=WF7M[70](z): e(z)  e*(z)
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is uniquely determined from the system of equations
_SM11(z)SM21(z)
SM12(z)
SM22(z)&=W7M(z): _
e(z)
d
*
(z)& _
e
*
(z)
d (z) &
F(z)=W70(z): d (z)  d *(z).
Elimination of d
*
(z) and d (z) in this system of equations leads to the
formula for W(z). K
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Necessity. Suppose that W(z) # Sd (E, E*) is a
solution of the left interpolation problem LI(|L) which is compatible
with M # M(|L). Thus we have
I&W(z) W(w)*= :
d
k=1
(1&zkw k) Hk(z) Hk(w)*
where Hk(z): Ck  E* is such that
xi Hk(zi) Hk(z j )* xj*=M kij .
Hence we may use
Ak1 Hk(z
1)* x1*
Ak=_ b &=_ b &Akn Hk(zn)* xn*
to obtain the factorization Mk=Ak(Ak)* used in the proof of Theorem 4.2.
Also, by Theorem 2.2, we know that W has a realization W(z)=W7 (z)
where
7=\H= 
d
k=1
Hk , E, E*
, V=_AC
B
D&+
is a d-variable unitary operator colligation with Hk#Ck such that
Hk(z)=C(I&Z(z)A)&1 Pk | Ck
(see Eq. (2.8) in the proof of Theorem 2.2). Moreover, from the proof of
Theorem 2.2, we know that
V: _
H1(z j )*
b
Hd (z j )*
W(z j )*& x j*mj _
z j1H1(z
j )*
b
z jdHd (z
j )*
I & xj*mj ,
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or equivalently
V: _
(A1j )*
b
(Adj )*
y j* & mj _
z j1(A
1
j )*
b
z jd (A
d
j )*
xj* & mj
for all mj # Mj . In other words, V: HE  HE* is an extension of UM .
By Theorem 6.3 it follows that 7=F7M [70] for a d-variable unitary
operator colligation
70=\H0= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+ .
Now by Theorem 6.2, we see that W(z)=W7 (z) has the form (6.4).
Sufficiency. Suppose that W(z) has the form (6.4) for some F #
Sd (D M , D M*). By Theorem 2.2, we know that there is a d-variable unitary
operator colligation
70=\H= 
d
k=1
H0k , D M , D M* , U0+
for which F(z)=W70(z) is the associated characteristic function. By
Theorem 6.3 it follows that W is the characteristic function of the coupling
F7M[70]. Since the associated unitary operator V=FUM[U0] is an
extension of the operator UM by construction, it follows as in the proof of
Theorem 2.2 that W satisfies the interpolation conditions LI|L and is
compatible with M # M(|L).
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